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official
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the
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It
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In
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the
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They
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court
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of
National
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political
and
views
managers
president's
and players indicted
have
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Fe hns Issued an elabfolder on the annual
meeting of the Ueolofrlcal Society of
America, which meets in this city
December 30 and January 1. The circular Is of a line grade of brilliantly
yellow paper with printing In black.
A full view picture of the Alvarado
hotel, with the mountains in the distance, occupies the top of the pouter.
On the secona page is a view of Central avenue. On page 3 Is a cut of
the Albuquerque Commercial club
building and on page 4 are views of
the Grand Canyon and the petrified
forests of Arlsona. The circular
says:
Annual Meeting Geological Society of
America, Albuquerque, N. M., December 30, 1907 January 1, 1908.
To Members and Their Friends:
The annual meeting of the Geological Society of America will be held
at Albuquerque, N. M.. December 30,
1907. to January 1, 1908. Inclusive.
The "nly way to get there Is on the
Bantu Fa.
JTDU are Invited to be present Thla
Invitation Includes not only delegates
and members generally, but also
their friends. A very enjoyable trip
in congenial company Is assured.
away
You cannot afford to stay
from the Albuquerque meeting.
The program Includes speakers of
national reputation, who will discuss
topics of vital interest.
The first
day, December 30, will be devoted
to a business session and the reading
of Important papers. On the second
day, December 31, there will be an
excursion to the Sandia mountains
by courtesy of the Albuquerque Commercial club. The third day will be
devoted to the reading of papers.
Albuquerque and Vicinity.
You will find at Albuquerque the
best of accommodations, whether you
top at the luxurious Alvarado hotel,
under management of Fred Harvey,
or put up elsewhere. Albuquerque
(15,000 population
Is the chief city
of New Mexico. Here, In the fertile
Rio Grande valley, hemmed In by
high mountain ranges, and a mile
bove the sea level, you will find the
tiustling American and the less strenuous Mexican, with a sprinkling of
Pueblo Indians and Navajo from
nearby reservations. The white man
Is In the majority and his dominance
Is everywhere evident in large business blocks, expensive private residences, a commercial club, schools
And colleges, tine churches, railroad
chops and many factories. Yet, not
far away, is "old town," where the
adobe is supreme and
aenorltaa glance at you from shaded
doorways. This halfway bouse in the
transcontinental journey (as Albuquerque has been called). Is a place
well worth a visit. The residents
are hospitable, and justly proud of
their enterprising city.
But what may most interest you is
the Southwest Land of Enchantment,
of which this la the center. Typical
of It all eihnologlcally Is the Harvey
Indian museum, adjoining Hotel Alvarado.
Here are displayed specimens of the best Indian handicraft,
together with curios from Old Mexico
nd Alaska.
You will probably see
a few Navajo blanket-weaveand
silversmiths, likewise Indians
from
Isleta and La gun a.
After the meeting la over you will
have an opportunity to visit some of
these Indian pueblos of teeing the
homes, centuries old, of a vanishing
race.
You likewise may see prehistoric ruins, over which broods the
mystery of forgotten ages.
There will be presented to you a
volume of sermons in stone, called
the Petrified Forests of Arizona. This
forest covers many thousand acres,
In five separat9 tracts.
Here, as If
laid bare for the research of the
scientist, are vast deposits of petrified wood. Including trees two hundred feet long, and colored like a
rainbow.
The mightiest wonder of the world
the Grand Canyon of Arizona, calls
you to read the handwriting of Time
in the manifold ttraia of its mile-dee- p
waU
where upheaval and erosion have done their titanic work.
And California, too, bids you come
to enjoy her genial sunshine and
aeml-tropdelights.
Tim Journey to Albuquerque.
Regarding
the trip Itself this
much may be ald: The superior
quality of Santa Fe service appeals
to the comfortsavlng traveler. It Is
pleasant to know that our train will
be safeguarded by the block-signsystem; that the roadbed Is practically dusiless, and that the meals service, always an Important item on
a long trip, is managed by Fred
Harvey. who.we reputation as a cater
er Is International.
15 n route you traverse Illinois, Missouri and Kansas, with their fruitful
farms; thence across the Colorado
Rockies Into New Mexico, and beyond.
While tickets for this occasion
"will be honored on any one of the
four through Santa Fe trains to Albuquerque (including the luxurious
California Limited), it is suggested
to
that all who can do so arrange (No.
take our flili-ais- Angeles Express
Fri10
p.
m.,
at
J), leaving
day. December t"i. Hy to doing, the
todifferent members can travel
gether, and thus help make the
conagreeable
more
for all
Journey
Members living on the
cerned.
count could arrange to leave
Ban Francisco on train No. 8, at 8 p.
n Friday, December 27, and leave
Angeles at 7:30 a. in, .Saturday.
December
Tiikt lUUn.
The ticket rates io Albuquerque
rid return are one first clats fare
(plus i) for the round trip based
On fares effective March 1. 1S07.
(There will also be In effect from
California to Colorado a round trip
usual diverse routes
rate of ItO, withovers
will Ve allowed
on which slop
AibuqueiVue.)
and
At Adamant!"
,'ot
Those wishing to Visit Cali
The

orate
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fornia can either buy regular round
trip nine months' tickets from the
eaRt to Los Angeles or San Francisco
allowing stop overs at Albuquerque,
Adamana (for Petrified Forest), and
Williams (for Grand Cnnyon); or
buy such tickets after reaching Albuquerque.
11 mil Itrturn IJniX.
Thirty days from date of sale.
pasFrom the east, continuous
sage In each direction, the going trip
to commence date of sale;
return
parage must begin when ticket Is
executed at Albuquerque. From Pa
pan
cific Coast points countlnuous
sagu on going trip; stop overs on re
turn within final limit
Side Trlits After Mcctinir.
After the Albuquerque meeting Is
over, many or the visitors will wish
to see other sections of the southwest. For fuch it has been arranged
to run an excursion to the Grand
Cnnyon and return, stopping en route
at Adantana for the Petrified Forest.
As now planned, the party will leave
Albuquerque on Santa Fe train the
evening of Wednesday, January 1,
reaching Adamana the morning of
Thursday, January 2. The entire
day will be given to rides through
the most Interesting sections of the
Petrified Forest, leaving there for the
Grand Canyon, which will be reached Friday, January 3.
The party
will spend Friday and Saturday at
the canyon. Those who wish to do
co may remain longer at the canyon,
either returning eat or (If ticketed
to California) proceeding
to the
coast on regular trains.
iSlde ride tickets will be sold from
Albuquerque to Grand Canyon and
return on January 1, 2 and 3, 1908,
at rate of one fare for round trip,
$18.95.
Such tickets will be good
thirty days, and will permit stop
overs In each direction.
The Grand Canyon of Arizona Is
the greatest scenic wonder of the
world. It Is fully described In our
pamphlet.
There la a magnificent new $250,- 000 hotel at the Grand Canyon, named Kl Tovar, and managed by Fred
Harvey. The rates are $4 a day and
upward, on the American
plan.
Every modern convenience Is pro
vided, Including electric lights and
bath. Tho-'-e wishing less expensive
accommodations will find same at
Bright Angel Camp, adjacent,
also
under Harvey management; lodging
75 cents a day. each person, and
meals at lunch counter.
The stop at Garnd Canyon allows
ample time for carriage rides along
the rim and the trail trip to the
river.
The Hopl House (opposite El To
var) is a unique stone-adob- e
struc
ture, occupied by Navajo and Hopl
Indians.
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10.
New York, Dec.
President
Edward P. Ripley, of the Atchison,
& Santa Fe, who came to
New York to attend the meeting of
the fllroctors, when asked for his
view regarding the outlook In the
territory served bf the Atchison, expressed the opinion that, Irrespective
of any falling erf in business which
now seems probable,
the Atchison
will earn this year a subctantlal surplus over and above Its dividend re
quirements.
"Of the general situation this
much is to be borne in mind, that
the farmer, whose work produces
the bulk of the country's wealth. Is
today
richer and in better position
than he has ever been. - He owes
less and haj more money In bank.
busiSo far as the transportation
ness represents the hauling to market of the 'products of the soil and
hauling back what the farmer consumes, there will be no let-u- p
in
traffic."
Clutiigos on tlie. ltx-Island.
The office of assistant general passenger agent of the Rock Island In
St. Louis will be abolished at the
close of the year. Hal S. Ray, who
has held that office for two years
past, will be transferred to Chicago
headquarters in charge of the advertising department of the pjutem. The
following, changes of the Rock Island
will become effective January 1: T.
H. WUhelm Is appointed commercial
agent at Dallas, vice K. M. Glelson,
assigned to other duties; R. O.
Is
appointed commercial
agent at San Antonio, vice T. H. WUhelm, transferred to Dallas; C. E.
Wynne. Jr., is appointed commercial
agent at Fort Worth vice H. C. Callahan, assigned to other duties.
The B. of R. T. of Needles, Cal..
elected the following officers at their
meeting of December 1: J. W. Means,
past! master; H. E. Carmlchael, master; Ed. Mtnehan, vice master; J. D.
Warren, secretary; F. J. Pearce, financier. H. E. Carmlchael Is chairman of the grievance committee, A.
E. Olson, secretary and M. Gully
the third member. J. V. Lippltt was
chosen legislative delegate and Dr.
D. W. Kees, physician.
D. F. Martz, the Santa Fe conductor who was indicted some months
ago for the burglary of a box car in
his train and who afterwards plead
guilty to a charge of petit larceny,
was released Monday from the county Jail at Needles, Cal.
V. L. Beane, recently of Santa Fe.
has been made agent for the Santa
Fe at Needles, Cal.
DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
relieve backache, weak kidneys, and
inflammation of the bladder.
Sold
by J H. O'P'tlly.
To-pek-

...

...

...

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup
Relieves Colds by working them out
of the system through a copious and
healthy action of the bowels.
Relieves coughs by cleanstng the
mucous membranes of the throat, chest
and bronchial tubes.
"As pleasant to the taste
as Mspls Sugar"

Children Like
J. II. O'HIEIXY

Pill

FOUND
Indications Are That It Was
WorKcd A Hundred
Years Ago.
C. E. Wilbur, general manager of
the D.
W. Mining company at
Copperfield, was In the city the first
of the week and reports the discovery of ancient mine workings by a
prospector named Harris, In the employ of Mr. Wilbur, says the Needles
Eye. The discovery was made a few
days ago by Mr. Harris while prospecting through the country. He told
his story of the find in Copper Basin
but was laughed at. The find was
made about six miles westerly from
the Colorado river and about eight
miles from the location of the new
bridge
now
being
constructed
across the river above Parker by
railway.
the Arizona & California
Entrance to the old workings is by
an Incline shaft. Mr. Harris explored what he estimated to be at least a
quarter of a mile of drifting from the
shaft at various levels. He descended the shaft a distance of about 300
feet and there came to a cavern or
room which had either been stoped
out or else had been formed by na
ture, air. Harris endeavored to explore this but was unable to do so
ropes. Rocks
as he was without
thrown in the cavern failed to return any sound of striking and he
therefore concluded that the cavern
must be of great size and depth.
There were no tools to be found anywhere around the mine. There was
no Umbering, the supports to
the
roof of the tunel where it was wide
were made by the leaving of pillars
of rock, and with rock wedges. There
was no evidence that any of the ore
taken from the workings had ever
been taken away from the property.
The ore, Itself, at first night, has the
appearance of being almost pure cop
per, but on handling the hands become covered with a red coating
which at first was supposed to be red
oxide of copper. An assay proves,
however, that It was not copper.
Neither does It carry any perceptible
values in gold or silver. It Is almost
pure mineral paint and the samples
that were brought to Needles would
need but be placed In barrels for
shipments to the market. There are
n great many conjectures as to who
did the work and when It was done.
There Is nothing In the present mln
ing history of that section of the
country that accounts for the work
ings although mines were operated
ther as early as the 50's. The work
Itselt Indicates that It was done at
some earlier date. Who did it cannot be answered, neither can it be
said why the work was done for the
product of the mine so far tested is
of a character that would not be
used in early days.

Reliable Rented; for Croup.
With the dry, cold wem.l-.c- r
of the
early winter months, parents of crou-p- y
children should be on the alert
for ominous symtoms. There is no
cause for anxiety, however, when
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is kept
in the home.
If this medicine is
given as soon as child becomes
hoarse or even after the croupy
cough has appeared, the attack may
be warded off. Mrs. 8. Roslnthal, of
Turner. Michigan, aays: "We have
used Chamberlain's Cough' medicine
for ourselves and children for several
years and like It very much. I think
It la the only remedy for croup and
can highly recommend It." ' For sale
by all druggists.
A

MAID
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Surt tai Safi
& CO.

10 SEE

BROTHER

at Hotel and Saw 1IM Name
Above Jler Own.

city for the purpose of meeting a
brother who she had not seen for
seventeen years. She made the trip
oi nearly 4,uuu miles alone and nau
planned to give her brother a com
plete surprise.
The way things
turned out she was surprised almovt
as much as he at the meeting, which
was entirely unexpected. Her broth
er, A. C. Mann, Is employed on the
wun
.National lenan tepee railroad,
headquarters
at Rlncon Antonio,
situated several hundred miles be
low this city.
iMIss Mann last saw her brother
before the recent meeting when she
was but 3 years old. She says she
still rememibers the day he bade her
good-b- y
and started for South America to make his fortune. He spent
many years In the Bouth and Central
American countries wooing the Goddess of Fortune. He came to Mexico a few years ago and his since
held responsible positions with railroads. He could never find time to
make the trip to his distant home
in Oregon. Ills sister finally deter
mined to come to Mexico and visit
him.
She arrived here the day before Thanksgiving. It was her Intention to spend the night here and
continue her Journey to Rincon Antonio the following day. She went to
a hmel. and as she was writing her
name, upon the register she chunced
lo glance at the name above her
jown. it was: "A. C. Mann, Rlncon
J Antonio."
She Instantly knew It was
that of her brother. She hurried a
message to his room. She accompanied him Tjark to Rlncon Antonio
t
Fpemt the winter with him. The
day of the meeting was one of real
thanksgiving for i th if them.
MNGEKINU CCI.D.
1

Withstood Otlier Treatment
nut
Quickly Cured hy Chniiiucrlulu'
Cough Itemed v.
"Iast winter I caught a very se
vere rold which lingered for weeks."
ays J. Urquhart, of Zephyr. Onta- "My cough was very dry arid
rlo.
j harsh.
The local dealer recommend-- ,
ed Chamberlain's
Remedy
Cough
and guaranteed It, so 1 gave It a
trial. One small bottle of It cured
me. I believe Chamberlain's Cough
Keinedy to be the best I have ever
used." This remedy is for sale by
all druggtaej.
The reason we do so much ItOVGII
DKY work Is because we do It right
and at the price you cannot afford to
have It done at home.
IMPEIUAL LAUNDRY CO.

DITTZEN.

Elks Theater

PERSONAL

Paragraphs

FRIDAY,

SATtr1)AY

MATINEE
AND HVTI KDAY NIGHT,

I. D. Rronson, Inspector of the
forest service, left last night for
southern New Mexico on an inspection trip.
Harry Coddlngton, sheriff of Mo
Klnley county, came In from Gallup
yesterday on business In connection
with his office.
Miss Lou Chambers and her sister-in-laMrs. Ruchanan. left today for
El I'nso. where they will visit friends
during the holidays.
Rev. R. O. Post and wife, who
have been visiting In this city for a
short time, left last night for their
home at Jacksonville, 111.
E. A. Shutt, of the Rio Grande
Waier and Innd company, Is In from
St. Louis with a party of Chicago
among them Thomas
gentlemen,
Canon, Robert Erldo. J. J. Wiseman,
F. 1). Hlller and E. J. Vaughn.
Judge W. W. Murray, an associate
JuHtlce of the court of private land
claims and therefore well remembered all over New Mexico, died a week
ago at his home at Huntington, Tennessee. Judge Murray was a native
of Georgia and eminent as a Jurist
as well as a political leader, having
been one of the prominent republicans of Tennessee.- - He served In the
Union army during the Civil war. All
those who knew him esteemed him
as a grand old man, a gentleman of
the "old school."
E. J. Carlln, who has been In Albuquerque for the past three weeks
In the Interest of the Clovls Townslte
company, left last night for his home
town. While there Mr. Carlln will
close with the Santa Fe Railroad
company for an additional tract of
80 acres to be used for terminal purposes.
The growth of Clovls Is one
of the remarkable things which are
now taking place along the line of
the new cut off and a number of Albuquerque people are only waiting
the start of the first train to pay the
town a visit. Mr. Carlln exDects to
return here next Saturday.

Wm. A. Brady's
Special Production

'WAY
DOWN
EAST
Written by
liOTTIE HUM It PARKER
Elaborated by JOS. R. GR1SMER.
AS PLAYED
116 Weeks In New York City
40 Week in Philadelphia
50 Weeks In lloston
45 Weeks In t'lileRti.
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NOTICF

is hzTch? Siven

that

my entire stock of
groceries at 122 South Second Street, will J
be closed out at cost, beginning Friday,
November 15. This means a saving of
from 20 to 50 per cent, and affords an
opportunity to lay in a winter's supply
of provisions at little more than half price.
Every thing in the stock is in first class
condition, fresh and good. It means economy without privation.
C. N. BRIGHAM.

PRICKS 50c. 75c, $1.00.
MATIXEK PRICES 25c, 60c.
Seats on Sule at Matt mi's, Thursday,
IwBccmbcr 12.

The Home Restaurant

CRYSTAL THEATRE

207 West Gold Avenue
Large, Well Lighted Room
Prompt, Courteous Service
Muiic While You Eat
Patronized by the Best People
Number One Meals

120 W. Gold Avenue

THIS

WEEK

Sherman and Fuller
Illustrated Song
Osra L. Goodhue
The 3 Macs 3

AKE STATEMENT

- -- . 25c
Breakfast
Dinner and Supper 35c
Special Kates by the
week or month.

Breakfast

-

-

6 to 9

- Dinner
Pittsburg, Dec. 10. The credi
12 to 2
tors of Whitney and Stephenson, the
stock brokers who filed a petition of
Supper - 5:30107:30
bankruptcy against their firm Satur
and the
day, today secured from the court
an order restricting all creditors who
Cryst&lagraph
MRS. M. F. MYERS. Proprietress
hold securities as collateral from dis
posing of the same until further or
der from the court.
The petition sets forth that t'he Ladies Souvenir Matinees Every
CSOSOOtOtOtOflOOtOtO(K)OOtOtOSCtOS
firm's liabilities are about $10,000,-00- 0
Tuesday and Friday.
and that the assets consist of
Candy Matinee Saturday.
stock, bonds and other valuable se Children
m
cMzeomomomomomomcmomcmcmo
curities, held as collateral. It Is alomcmcmomcmcmomcmomomcmcmo''
leged that at the time the Pittsburg
Exchange closed, these assets were
worth J12.000.000.
It Is further al
leged that the unsecured creditors
hold claims to about $700,000 and
line
that if the securities held as collat
eral are sold at a private sale the
Upholstere
o- Tunsecured creditors will get nothing.

THE Y HA VE COME-That Fine

DIAMONDS

M

Couches, I
Morris Cha'

TRUMPS

11B3

ALL THE TIME
.

rfSfBnXAKFASTJ

INCREASING IX VALUE STEADILY, 15 TO 30 PER CENT. WE
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
WORTH OF SMALL STONES WE
WILL SELL AT I.OWER PRICES
THAN THEY CAN HE BOUGHT Af FROM RISING TO
SETTING SUN
WHOLESALE.
VANN. JEWELRY CO.
Buster Brown Bread is made for
One Door South of Drue 8to nr.
the health and strength of the consumer. We don't "fake" bread we
make It and bake it the best way
knowr to modern men. These few
lines art ir. tended sWnp.y t attrao
v,vra-rGol- d
your attention io this first-clabakGold
ery.

m F F f flRR 2Z

ss

TAXIDERMIST

Pioneer Bakery,

Birds a Specialty

207 South First St.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS
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This

Worth 10c

for ten cents on any pur-rhaamounting to one dollar made
In our store from December 2nd to
December 24th Inclusive. BEN'HAM
INDIAN TltADIN'O COMPANY, Rall-ra- ll
Ave., and First street.
Good

se

Coupon is

C
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CliriNUruis gifts now

out the
for moth-

Keep Your Eye on Futrelle's
CASH

on

PAYMENTS.
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WEST END VIADUCT.

FUTRELLE FURNITURE
ooooooooooooooo
btu,
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IfellmL
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CO.
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been sppo'ntstf xcluslv agents In th leuthwewt for Js, tV
chlltz, Wm. Lamp and 8t Lou I A. B. C. Brawarlaa; Yallawstona,
Qresn Rivar, 'V. H. McBrayara Csdar Brook, LOuls Hunter, T.J. Mn.
arch, and athar atantfard kruida of whlsklsa toa numerals ta mantis.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDER.
But sell th.a atralfht article aa received by a from tsa Watt iaadas.
Dtitillerles and Breweries tn Ue United fetat 3. Cal) am4 lrtaaat on
Stock and Prlc--i, or writ for Illustrated CstaJogvi)
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Save the coupon and bring it to our store when you come to do
your Christmas shopping.
It also entitles you to a chance on some
of the HplemlUl prizes which we have set aside for our customers. Our
goods
newest
include

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinikots Roofing

JAPANESE BRASSES
RUSSIAN HAMMERED COPPER
KOBI WiCKER VASES
MEXICAN
LEATHER
HAND-CARVE-

uretv '
- " vt

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK CF
COUUERCC.

lam

"

mtMMors to
MCUNt A CAKIfl, and vACHECHI s filOML
WHOLC9ALK DKALCRB IN

NUE

Take tfe;With You

10

;

Consolidated Liquor Company

203

At Consistent
Prices

R

Rock"

J. It.
rTMideat.
Qlonl, Vic Presldrat

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

Fine Ar

of

ers, wives, sinters and sweethearts, fmJierH, husband!) and
hrtrtiMTti.
We liave them to
suit all.

O.

First and Marquette

Albffqaerqtse, New Mexico

D

Benham Indian Trading Company

YOU CAN SAVE

Comer Railroad Avenue and First St.

A checking account will not only help you to spend

your money economically, but it will also aid you
17 TTTtftlTTTTTTITlIlIIIIim IIIIIIIIIIIHI1IIU1II1

CABINET MAKING

1

UPHOLSTERING

I

'

TOCSnAY, DECEMBER
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City of Mexico. Dec. 10. iMtss May
Mann, of Portland. Ore., Journeyed
all t'he way from her home to this

,
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PAGE) TWO.

New Furniture, Matressf s and Cushions Made to
Order. All kinds oi Repairing Ntatly Done.

Furnlturo Packing

First Class Work Guaranteed

ANDERSON & SCHICK

524 West Central

Telephone 307

Eiiiiiiiiiniimrn"niinnnmiiiiiiiiiiiinna

to save money systematically.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you pay by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
convenience for your business transactions.
PAY BY CHECK.

THE BANK OF COMMERE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPIAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

J.

TUESDAY,

10,
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HYDE IS STILL SEEKING

TO SO IPER C EOT

TO MAKE RESTITUTION
TO EQUITABLE
HeJ.Would Sacrifice Money
JValue of $7,000,000 If Only
Those Su:ts Would
be Called Olf.
PAUL

MORTON7

100

Tlhie Gireat

LOW

Terms
Cash

Exact Details of Proposltlon-W- Ill
Turn Over Stocks and Securities. Leasesand Earnlngsand
Real Estate and
Mort-gafl-

.

The exact

de-

by
tails of the proposition madepresiJames Hazen Hyde, erstwhile
dent of the Equitable Life Assurance
Society, to the directors of the
of the society for a settlement
against
him
of the suits brought
have been, made public.
money
11,000.000.
the
Instead of
new-regim-e

value of the resittutlon offered by
Mr. Hyde is estimated to be from
(3,000,000 to $5,000,000, and one director places It as high as 17,000,000.
One Item of Mr. Hyde's offer has
been appraised by real estate experts a. being worth $2,000,000 to the
Kqultable LJfe. President Paul Morton has cut down the figure of the
experts he employed to $1,250,000,
but many of the directors hold that
Mr. Morton' figures are too low.
Puzzk-by Jackson's Act.
Some of the directors of the Equitcomprehend
the position
able do not
taken by Attorney General Jackson,
who makes an acceptance of Mr.
Hyde's offer Impossible by refusing
to withdraw the state's suit against
the vounsr man. One director mid:
"I am quite sure Mr. Jackson has
never yet read. In full the offer made
by Mr. Hyde. I know that If the matter could be put to a vote every one
directors, the stock
of the fiftv-tw- o
holders and the policy holders would
vote for Its acceDtance.
of which J.
"The
Edward Swanstrom Ib chairman, had
easy
getting
these terms
no
task in
from Mr. Hyde, They naa to use an
Iron hand in their negotiations and
the result will be of incalculable
value to the policyholders unless the
whole thing is nullified by tne attor
ney general."
Tern is Offered by Hyde.
e
re the terms offered by Mr.
de:
anil in Iha TCmitt a hl. T.lfe
V.M'1
price to be fixed by appraisers
his stock control of the Mercantile
Safe Deposit c' mpany, which has a
the
!"se at fv'l;'A iril,y low rate of
ground al8 !
the Equitable building,
i
This lease silll has 193 years to
rim
It was because of this lease'" that
the Euuitable could not take advan
taste of a recent offer of $16,000,000
for its building. The cancellation of
this lease is part of the Hyde offer.
He also binds himBelf to refund to
the Equitable a portion of the Im
mense profits, earned Dy tne Mercan
tile Safe Deposit company during the
past thirty years as a result of the
low rental it paid for its quarters. It
was the cancellation of this lease
which the real estate experts esti
mated to be worth at least $2,000,- 000.
iSecond. The stock of the Security
Safo Deposit company of Boston, to
be acquired by the Equitable Life on
the biuis of the result of a recent
sale at auction of a few shares of the
stock. This auction price was $50 a
.share below the price originally ask
ed by Mr. Hyde when the restitution
negotiations
were begun
fifteen
months ago. The lease held by this
company on the most valuable part
or the Equltable's building in iloston
Is aU-to be cancelled.
In addition Mr. Hyde Is to refund
to the Equitable about 45 per cent
of the money he receives for his stock
for the unfair profits his company
earned as result of the lease it got
from the j.'qultable. This lease Is of
me general character as that
helu jy the Mercantile Safe Deposit
company in the Equltable's Broadway
building. As a result of it the Eqult
able's Boston building has yielded
only about one and a half per cent
on the Investment.
Third. The 1.410 share of Misstock
souri Safe Deposit company
which Hyde sold to the Equitable at
In
control
$250 a share when he was
of the society are to be
appraisers.
by the Equitable
and
Hyde I to refund to the company
the difference between what he got
and their value as Axed by the appraisers.
To Repay $700,000 Loan.
Fourth The Turner loan, amounting to approximately $700,000, to be
Henry B.
paid by the guarantors.
Hyde, father of Jamee H., was one
guarantors,
there has
and
of the
long been pending a claim aganlst
the Henry B. Hyde estate In consequence of the loan. The Turner
loan was the original "Yellow Dog"
fund of the Equitable. It was started In the Western National Bank,
and when that Institution was merged with the National Bank of Commerce it was transferred to the Mercantile Trust Company, an Institution
owned by the Equitable. For a long
time there has been a dispute between the Mercantile Trust and the
Equitable Life as to whlrh should
stand the $700.0il0 loss. This dispute
started after Thomas F. Kyan purchased the Equitable Life. Acceptance of the Hyde restitution
offer
would not only end this dispute but
would wipe out the loan.
Fifth The surrender of all claims
for pensions by the Hyde family. After the death of Henry B. Hyde his
u
widow was given a pension of
a year for life by the Equitable,
wealthy.
the ugh she was enormously
Paul Morton stopped the pension
payment to Mrs. Hyde, though the
legality of his act
questioned.
Sixth The payment to the Equitable by Mr. Hyde of $(2,233.61, representing his profits on syndicate
while he was In control
transaction
of the society.
liroe Ilererntad Mr. Hyde.
All of the negotiation
with the
of three, which finally resulted In restitution
being offered on the above terms, were made
on behalf of Mr. Hyde by Wlnslow
Pierce, and not by his regular coun- T'-'H-

'
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RETAIL
DEPARTMENT
WHITNEY COMPATS
J115 SOUTH FIRST SREET
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Terms
Cash

V

es

Too.
New York, Dec.

AVELB,

By buying Stoves, Ranges. Cooking Utensils, Enamel and Tinware, Nickel and Silverware,
Table and Pocket Cutlery, Builders' and Shelf Hardware, Mechanics' Tools etc., etc., at

FIGURES

MUCH

M

el, Samuel Untermyer, as was at
first supposed..
It was said that Mr. Untermyer
firmly opposed the general plan of
settling the law suits as mapped out
bv Mr. Hyde, and refused to conduct
the negotiations, it was men mat mr.
Hyde retained Wlnslow Pierce.
Mr. Pierce said yesterday It was
unfair to characterise' Hyde's offer
as restitution
that It was simply an
amicable adjustment of a business
dispute.
Atiorney oenerai jacicson naa no
statement to make yesterday con
cerning the suit against Hyde. His
assistants said they knew of no
change in the plan to push the suits,
but that if It were proved to tne satisfaction of the attorney general that
the policyholders of the Equitable
wou'd benefit by the acceptance of a
settlement the matter would be considered fcy Mr. Jackson.

W. H. GREER

CHIEF OF AMERICA'S

CqMM ANDER-IN- -

GREATEST BATTLESHIP ARMADA

Gross

(Incorporated)

Fvr
flf

Wholesale

!

Grocers

IS GIVEN DIVORCE
Action Brought In ClUcago Makes
SenHBtlunal Cluirgrs Again?
Defendant.

Rather sensational testimony was
brought to light In the suit of Mrs.
H.
May J. Greer against William
Greer for divorce, charging drunkenness. In a Chicago court.
Greer was formerly president of
the Albuquerque Traction company,
and Mrs. Greer Is a sister of Mrs.
M. O. Chadbourne, wife of the manager of the Albuquerque Traction
company, of 616 Keleher street. Both
Mr. ana Mr. Greer moved in the
best society In Albuquerque.
A year ago Mrs. Greer left Albuquerque and took up her residence
at 4919 Lake avenue, Chicago. Six
months ago Greer left, going to New
York City. Mrs. Greer Is the daughter of Henry A. Jostro, a heavy stock
holder In the Albuquerque street
railway, who lives in Bakersfleld,
Calif.
Fashionably attired In a brown
tailor-mad- e
gown, Mrs. Greer nervously testified to her husband's dalliance with the wine when it was
red, and eke the whisky, says the
Chicago Record-HeralShe said
that she first met Greer on her father's ranch and that they were married in Los Angeles May 23, 1900.
They lived on the Jastro estate until
May, 1908, when they came to Chicago, and were separated last Christmas day.
Quizzed by Her Lawyer.
"How often did Mr. Greer come
questioned the
home Intoxicated?"
complainant's attorney.
"Almost every night."
"Are you sure he was drunk?"
queried the judge.
"Well, he staggered," was the answer.
M. O. Chadbourne of Albuquerque
declared that Greer was a man who
became drunk "Intermittently" and
it
that he could keep on pouring
down until the cows came ' home.
teaming
wealthy
a
Herrlck,
William
contractor of this city, told of meetroom,
ing Greer at the Pompelan
College Inn and other places, always
drinking freely.

& Co.

ECelly

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers
Rear Admiral llobley

D. Evaiw, from his latent ami liext

AS SUCCESSFUL EAST

AS

III

Krtrait.

Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

.
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T
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Cooper's Theories Are Being Rapidly
Accepted by Eastern People.
L. T. Cooper, whose theory that
the human stomach is the cause of
most 111 health, and who created a
furore In Chicago, St. Louis and other western cities, Is meeting with the
with his
fame remarkable succei-medicine throughout the east. Cooper
has convinced an immense number
of people that his theory Is sound
and his medicine will do what he
claims.
Perhaps the most Interesting features of the discussion this young
man is causing are the statements
made by responsible people who have
taken his medicines and have become
enthustustlc converts to his beliefs.
Among statements of this character the following, by Mr. August
Wlttmer, 1049 Rockwell Court, Chicago, U characteristic of the widespread faith In Cooper, which has
grown up In a comparatively short
time. Mr. Wlttmer says: "I wouldn't
take 1 1,000 and be in the condition I
I was practiwas three weeks ago.
cally an Invalid for fourteen years
I
about
all
of the dishad
think
and
eases known. My stomach was weak,
and at times I would have an enor
s

When the Stomach, Heart, or Kidney nerves get weak, then these organs always fall. Ion't drug the
stomach, nor stimulate the Heart or
Kidneys. That Is simply a make
shift. Get a prescription known to
Druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
Restorative. The Restorative is prepared expressly for these weak In
side nerves. Strengthen these nerves,
build them up with Dr. Shoop's Restorative tablets or liquid and see
how quickly help will come. Free
sample test sent on request by Dr.
Shoop, Racine, Wis.
Your health
is surely worth this simple test. Sold
by all dealers.
TERRITORIAL CAPITAL
o
.
TEXAS HANKERS WILL
FINANCE COTTON CHOP
OFFICIAL MATTERS
Fort Worth. Tex.. Dec. 10. At a
conference between Malcom Graham,
representing the Galveston banking
houses and President D. J. Hall, of
Santa Fe. N. M.. Dec. 10. The
the Farmers' union, today completed following have been appointed noarrangements to finance the entire taries public by Governor Curry:
cotton crop of Texas on very liberal Henry Grant, of Ablqulu, Rio Arterms. It is believed that this ar- riba county; T. M. Elwood, of Las
rangement will start a movement of Vegas,
an Miguel county.
cotton all over Texas.
Rural Route Currier Appointed.
Edward W. Eskrldge has been appointed regular and N. K. Marshall
substitute rural free delivery carrier
on route 1 a.t Carlabad.
Artlclee) of Incorporation.
following articles of IncorThe
To weak and atllnf women, there Is at least one poration have been filed in the ofwmy to help. But with that war, two treatment,
fice of Territorial Secretary Nathan
must b. combined. On. Is local, one is coiisttw
tlonal, but both are Important, both wmillil Jaffa:
Dr. Bhoop'i Nisht Cur Is the Local.
The Hondo Telephone company.
Bhoop't ResinratWe, the Constitutional.
Principal place of business at Pica-chlr.
The lonaur Dr. Bhoop't N ight Cure is a topical
Lincoln county. Territorial agmucous membran. suppository remedy, while Vr.
CapiStuxip ktsetorative t wholly aa Internal treat ent. A. M. Thomas, at Picacho.
$5,000, divided Into one
Mock,
tal
menL The Kastorativ loaches throughout the
outire system, swklnr the repair oi all uarra hundred shares of the par value of
all tissue, and all blood ailment.
$50 each, commencing with $1,600.
The "Night Cure", as its nam. implies, does Its Object, operating telephone line and
work while you sleep. It soothes sore and innam.
business. Period of existence,
other
l wuHit suruvue. heals local weaknesses and
Incorporators, A. M.
fifty years.
dischagvs. while the KtwtoratlTe. east nervous
excitement, give renewed vigor and ambition,
Thomas and P. N. Strong, both of
builds up wasted tissue, brbujuig about renewed
W. Laws, of LinJ.
Picacho, and
strength, vigor, and energyTake Dr. Shoop's
general tools coln.
tUntorattTe leMeUor Utiuld
to lh system, y or poaiuve local baie. ue as wall
A Significant Prayer.
"May the lord help you malti
Bucklen's Arnica Save known to all,"
writes J. G. Jenkins, of Chapel Hill,
N. C. It quickly took the pain out
of a felon for me and cured It in a
Best on
wonderful short time."
earth for sores, burns and wound.
-druggists.
ALL DRUGGISTS"
all
at
tie

Weak Women

o,

tit

Dr. iShoop's

Night Cure

Gross Kelly & Co
(Incorporated)

.

mous appetite, and then again none
all. Pie and cake made me sick,
and I almost always had a sickening
feeling in my stomach. I was nervous, and for weeks at a time could
not sleep, and then again could sleep
eighteen hours) at a stretch. Sleep,
however, seemed to do me no good,
and I would awake tired and more
exhausted than when 1 went to bed.
"I was constltpated. had pains In
my back, and flutterlngs and pains
in my heart. I was unable to work
with any regularity, and took no In- AMERICAN BLOCK.
OklJUULLOS LUMP
terest in anything. I tried all kinds
of medicines and doctors, but none
benefited me. I had no energy and
no ambition, and had about concluded
to give up when the Cooper medicine Furnace,
was recommended. Thanks to It, my
Mixed.
health seems completely
restored
Nut
and I feel like a new man."
COKE.
Cooper medicines have created the CLEAN GAS
COAL.
&MITUINO
greatest sensation of anything of the
NATIVE KINDLING
kind ever bfore introduced.
FOR CASH ONLY.
We sell them, and wilt be glad to
explain the nature of them to our
callers.
J. H. O'Rielly St Co., Second and
Central.
1.
TELEPHONE

at

COAL

Albuquerque

BALLUT

ABYAD

Machine Works

mprftor

.
MALL,
Iron and Braa Castings I Or, Coal and Lumber Cars;
Inga, Pulley, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal
Columns

ANTHRACITE

WOOD

Foundry and

Front (or Building.
mmmmlrm mm Mining mmn mm
Foundry Mat ld of railroad track.

MsmlUnmr

m

,

Ittft.
iraa

mmimit

AJbaquenzu.

.

H. m.

W. O. PATTERSON

Ill-U-

S

Livery
and Boarding Btables
West Silver Arenua.
Telenlmnsi at
AXilUyUKRQL'K. JTEW MEXICO.

W. fl. IIAHN & GO.

TEMPLE

"OLD KKLU.BLJL"

ELECTS OFFICERS

SAVINGS BANK

Your

1171

0, PUTNEY
Wholesale grocer
theFLOUR,
GRAIN
PROVISIONS
L.

At the regular meeting of Ballut
Abyad Temple held last evening,
Thomas N. Wllkerson, the retiring
AT
potentate was presented with a valuable past potentate's Jewel as a mark
Olllcer were also
of appreciation.
elected to serve for the ensuing year
as follows:
Buy
Household
Potentate, William D. McFerran;
chief rabban. L. H. Ch&rnberlin; assistant Rabban, E. C. Allen; high
Goods
priest and prophet, C. O. Cushman;
treasoriental guide, Paul Teutsch;
urer, A. J. Maloy; recorder, H. E.
Bargain .' Store
master, Borradails's
Hullard;
first ceremonial
Otto Mann; second ceremonial master, R. W Hoyt; captain of the
guard, F. J. Holmes; director, Frank
McKee; marshal, Jay A. Hubbs; outer guard. George Eberhart;
to the Imperial Council, St. Paul. 100 engraved calling card with
Minn., June 15. 1908, T. N. Wllker1 1.6 5
copper plate
son. J. M. Wilkinson, W. C.
Tiptop, or pen and pencil self
City.
of Silver
Inking name stamp for mark36 and 60c
ing linen
1 up
A Methdrht Minister Recommends Loose leaf pocket memo
Special blotter holders for the desk
t'tuunbrrlalu'e Oough Iteiuexly.
made to order.
Chamberlain's
used
We have
X
Cough Remedy In our home for seven
Gold
Stamping
years, and It has always proved to
remedy.
Q
We have
be a reliable
On leather and cloth goods 25c
found that it would do more than
the manufacturers claim for it. It per line; each additional line 10c.
and
is especialy good for croup
whooping cough.
Rev. Jamee A. Lewis,
M. C. Church.
Pastor Mllaca, Minn.,
Cough Remedy
Chamberlain'
Bookbinder A Iluhber Stamp Makur
old by all druggists.
911 Went Gold.
Pbxroe

HOME

ESTABLISHED

AND

Carrie tk largest and Host xcloalT Btock of Staple GrooM
la tta Southwest.

at

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVBNUm.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. at
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Unusual Gifts
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"WE GET T1IE NEWS FIRST."
"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

Picture 3ftat Hurts

"

"The surmounting pathos of It all centers about the newly made orphans
They fallow their mothers to the pit mouth, where
who do not understand.
the rope cordon keeps back the swaying crowd and upon the strange shifting
scene of woe with Inexplicable tearless wonder written in every line of their
little faces. PerhaDs it is their common fate in the years to come, but
mercifully they do not know.
hours, the women
"For hours, long, agonizing, almost never-endin- g
weep and wait before the first return party of rescuers,
emerges from the yawning mouth of this subterranean
and
hell.
The first revolution of the throbbing engine ftarts a quiver of alternating hope and fear In every heart, there Is the distracted babble of many
tongues, but above and over and through It all the woman's cry of heart
smoke-blacken-

break.
"Perhaos thev
dread black damp

brinor onlv a comrade who has keen overcome by the
Mayhap they bring
In his heroic effort at rescue.
bodv. burned and blackened, the arms crooked over the scorched, coal- Be it the one or the
pitted face in a last pitiable effort at protection.
pther, the first sight of the Inanimate body opens the long pentup floodgates
of that awful terror which has held them In Its thrall. Here is all the hor
ror of the Inferno itself: here seems the concentrated agony of the universe.
Perhaps some are still
"And so it Is until the bodies are all removed.
even as the myriad toll
missing after a week, but haunting the
ing of bells tells its own mute ftory, are the women of the dead, faithful to
the last, walling and weeping and suffering as Is their fate.
The woman has lived
"And the real tragedy of it all is only begun.
(She has chil
Now does her real trials begin.
and obeyed and suffered.
to
and oilers, who. to help
dren, perhaps; boys big enough
be
her in her fight to keep the wolf from the door, mu-- t go Into the pit'where
If there be babies, only so much the
their father went down to death.
worse."
.

door-tende-

rs

Dead

King Oscar of Sweden Is dead.
So far as the American public knows,
King Oscar was a good king.
He left a wide circle of friends, subjects
Not all his relatives per
and perhaps a few relatives to mourn his loss.
haps will mourn his loss, stnee one of them at least got a One Job as king In
his stead.
It would therefore be quite unnatural for him to mourn very
hard as things kingly go.
It used to cause a whole lot of fuss In olden times when a king died
Now one goes much like anybody else.
There Is more fuss In America when a good ward boss dies than there
Is in a kingdom when a good king dies.
The reason is that there is gen
erally a scrap for the ward boss' Job. while every one knows for years In
advance who will succeed the king.
.
tBut there is no doubt that Sweden will miss old King Owar.
For
King Oscar was democratic; he met his people
a king he wag remarkable.
on an equality despite the fact that he owned a pedigree and a list of ancestors that would do credit to any man.
He avoided war and always
Sweden under his regime, gained steadily in wealth. In
rtood for peace.
resources and In the happiness of her people.
When Norway cut loose from
Being a king, he nat
the King Oscar reign, the old king's pride was hurt.
5irally could not feel otherwise; no one expected Mm to.
It broke his heart
o his physicians say, and this with his advanced years, resulted In his death.
It Is always to be regretted when a good king dies, because good kings are
of all kinds are rather scarce.
scarce even today when-k!ntin the loss of Oscar the Second, Sweden has the sympathy of the whole
world and since she must still have a king, evrry one hopes he will be at
least up to the standard set by (X?car, which was not bad, considering that
Oscar was a king.

In a Minnesota restaurant.
Probably she was
A woman was
overcome by the aroma of warmed over coffee and broiled ham.

will take the big fleet six months to reach
course, it is necessary to hurry.

It

Congress Is making
be pretty busy.

That murder trial

ha--l- e

row

was brewing

slowly this session,

in Kentucky Is fast

turning

at

Not Going Out of Business
fSWe Meet AH Competition!!
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All Stoves and Ranges

I

.25

1

Discount

Thanksgiving

r

r

l

See Our Klegant

Stove pipe - - - - 9c loint
6 inch Stove pipe elbows - - 8 c Joint

6. inch

I

I

VJ

of

ne

1

Holiday Cutlery
AND

Carvers

Prices Before Buying

Cur

See

upon purchasing
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AB OUT TOWn
Deeds Filed for Rcoird.
Manuel do Atoche Candelaria
and wife to Antonio Jose Can- delarla, a piece of land In
elnct No. 28, $1.00.
University Heights Improvement
a company to L. Bradford Prince
lots 23 and 24, block 3, ITnlver- -'
Mty Heights addition $165.
th
University Heights Improve- ment company to Sarah C. Hart
lots 1 and 2, block 3, University
Heights addition, $165.

Consult
Women's

ISOX-IIOX-

IION-BOXS-

!!

The tlnewt line of chocolates and
assorted candles of all kind
ever
brought to the city. Is now on sals
for th holidays at lr. Macbeth's.
110 South Second. Everv one
who
knows Kot'd cundy buys tills line

ar

a

Reliable

Dentist TIDAL WAVE OF

CRIME

S8

City

Full Set of Teeth
$1.50 up
Gold Filling
$0
Gold Crowns
50o
Painless Extracting

Garments

....

20 Per Gent

fti tiritttnti it

California Naval Oranges nt the
Richelieu Grocery.
Some more Kream Kllps. Every
body likes them. Richelieu Grocery.
It doesn't come any better than
you get it at the Richelieu grocery.
Just received a consignment of
fresh sweet cider. The Richelieu
Grocery.
When you come to, buy your Christ
mas dinner, don't forget that "Richelieu" stands for quality.
Simon Neustadt, of Los Lunas,
spent yesterday in the city and re
turned home last night.
The Ladles Aid society of the Lu
theran
church will have their
monthly coffee at the church parWednesday
lors
afternoon, Dec. 11.
J. M. Sylvester and wife have re- urned from Tucumcarl after an ab
sence from the city of several
months.
The Presbyterian Brotherhood will
hold its regular meeting tonight at
the church. A good program is arranged and all members are requested to be present.
There will be a regular meetln
of the Women's Relief conns tomor
row afternoon at Red Mens' hall.
Ottleers for the ensuing year will be
elected and all members are request
ed to De present.
The Rebekah lodge. Triple Link.
will hold its regular meeting at 7:30
o'clock this evening. Election of of
ficers will be held and all members
are requested to be present.
The ladles of the Temii e Albert
Benevolent and Aid society will give
an afternoon tea at the residence of
Mrs. Noa Held. 823 West Copper
avenue, Friday. December 13.
The
entertainment is for the purpose of
raising funds for the benevolent
special Communication of Temue
Lodge, No. 6, A. F. & A. M., at Masonic Temple Tuesday evening, December 10th, at 7:30 o'clock. Work
in E. A. and F. C. degrees. Visiting
Masons cordially invited. By order of
the W. M. Frank H. Moore, acting
secretary.

Ready-to-We-

ALL

WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR- ANTKKD.

Reduction
ON

ENTIRE STOCK ,OF
SUITS AND COATS
DRS. COPP and PETTIT.
12, N. T. AAM1JO BLDG.

ROOM

300 Wome'ns and Misses
Suits and Coats worth
fiom $20 to $27. 50 each.
All new styles and
$15
assorted sizes.

"THE BEST ALWAYS'

TRADE
Where You Get

See Window Display

Just What

Golden Rule
Dry Goods Co.

You

Order

Promptly, Carefully
Delivered
From a Stock That Is
.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Always

Fresh

1
Make your frlenda and relations
comfortable for a whole yetr by presenting: them at Christmas with a
pair of our dainty lelt slippers. They
come In black and colors in all sizes
for men, women and children. Prices
run from 75c to $1.50. C. May's
Shoe Store, 311 West Central ave. y
nue.

T- -

N. LINVILLE,

Grocer
503 W, Central

:

'Phone 238

When You Begin
Christmas
Buying

Piles Cured In 8 In 14 llava.
OINTMENT M guaranteed to
cure any case of itching,
blind.
bleeding or protruding- piles In 6 to
14 days or money refunded. 50 cents.
FOIt SAIJO ClfKAP. A FKW
Or' ACFXjriA IHltT; AIiO
IX.IS
KO.Mi:
KXTHA
WKLL lUrTTKU
MAM'RK. M'MXGKlt TllAXSFKH
PAZO

CO.

J

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

WANTED Competent
stenographer
ror law work. Apply W. K. Chlld-er- s

rMpratiAL

laundry

co.

Carbolized Witch Hazel
Salve is healing and soothing. Good
piles.
for
Bold by J. H. O'Rielly.
San Franclscu unle-of
Fresh meats and poultry dally at
Champion (irocery Co.
Alamogordoat
and v all
DeWitt's little Early Risers are
the bet pills made. Sold by J. 11.
O'Rielly.
but Uncle Joe appears to
Kothlng mors
appropriate for
Christmas than a photograph.
Om
dozen cabinet photographs
$3.00.
Jnto a continual pvrfor
JIlLLKl' STl'DJO,

REMEMBER
That All Our.Fine

Diamonds and High Grade Jewelry
represent unredeemed pledges, and have
been secured at low prices, consequently we
are in position to sell them to you at a discount of from 25 to 50 per cent on the usual
jeweler's price, and we will do it. Call and
be convinced of the truth of what we say.

Lf.

SWEEPS OVER

OFNEWTO
(Continued From Puce One.)

EXTRA SPECIAL

G.

Roseniield

The Man You Can Trust

118 Central Avenue

1

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

Special
Reduction Sale

uiti tttttti si

at once.
The llio urande valley ougnt to raltw a few thousand acres of sugar
beets during the coming year, according to (iionel Twitchell, in order to
Is
KODOL
on a guaranteed
have an exhibit to place before the National Irrigation congrens.
uch an plan for the offered
relief cf heart burn,
exnibit would undoubtedly mean mat tnis city would eecure a beet sugar flatulence, sour stomach, belching of
factory within the same year and that a new IndUHtry would be started In
a, nausea, and all stomach trouftugar beetx no well In thl vicinity and there in more bles. It digests what you eat. It will
Bernalillo county.
make you healthy. Bold by J. H.
money in that crop than In any other in the southwest If properly handled.
O'Rielly.
The report on th coiton crop as complied by the government census
ItOt'GII DRY.
Do you know what this means? If
bureau, showing that It Is nearly double that of a year ago, doe-n- 't
look
not
our
ask
drivers to explain it to
likd hard times down south.
you.

Ukf a newspaper
the tow n, too.

.t

3

No other food deteriorates so
rapidly an tho Oyster. Its habitat Is
the oeenn. It requlws coolness and
absolute freedom from exposure to
the air In order to retain its; delicate
flavor and Its wholesomcness. SEAL-SHIF- T
OYSTERS are brought direct to us from the choicest beds of
America. Tliey are ahncked Into
porcelain cases, scaled and packed in
In contact
Use, which never comes
with tho oysters. The use of the
Sealslilpt carrier Is the secret of
their superiority.

.

The terrible mine disaster at Monongah is Mill fresh In our minds, and
It will remain fresh for many days, for the parties of rescuers have scarcely
begun to find the bodies of the victims of that catastrophe.
Kverv decade has hud Its horrors and every decade will have them Un
til the end of time.
It seems sometimes that the decades that have passed
nd gone were angelic compared, to the present, but such is not the case.
While the terrible mine disaster of last week, wiped out over five hundred
lives, still disasters of years ago were Just as severe, not only In mining, but
at sea and In war and In pestilence and famine things that modern ovulation has to a srreat extent overcome.
So after all the days of today are not nearly so cruel as were the days
fhnt have irnnf and tho mine of todav does not hold for the miners, tne
hftrrnr nf ft TriinA nf venrs aen.
Nevertheless, the accidents that do occur are terrible In the'extreme and
every precaution should be taken to prevent them and to see that they are
lnvostlarated thorouehlv to fix the responsibility when they do occur.
A New Tork correspondent, who was hurried to the scene of the feeent
big difaster by his paper, wrote a short description a word picture of the
plight of the women and children left to shift for themselves by the sudden
takins-- off of their husbands and fathers and sons and brothers.
(The men who died in the mine met a merciful fate as compared to the
ones thev left behind.
They
A flash and it was all over, so far as they were concerned.
were stricken down in nearly every instance without a minute's warning
and with no time in which to suffer.
(But ud above. In the little mining town, were women and chldren whose
sufferings wll only be cured by time.
Writing of these the ones who bore the real suffering, the New Tork
correspondent in his paper said:
"The tragedy of the wives, the mothers, the sisters and sweethearts of
the victims of this awful mine horror is the tragedy of the mine woman the
world over.
And when at last the: blow
"Her whole life Is one of apprehension.
falls, her lot is to. wait and suffer, to hope against hope, to meet the worst
with such courage as God has given her, to take up the miserable battle of
life again single handed, and to retain her faith in Omnipotence If she may.
"There Is a grewsome sameness in these mine horrors which differ only
In detail, the number of dead, the periods of heart wringing uncertainty, the
waiting women must endure, the pitiable harvest of widows and orphans that
Is left.
There is always the same agonizing despair, tne same utter
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The leading Republican dally and weekly newiaper of the Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principles and tlie "Square Deal."
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We Have the Largest and Best Line of House Furnishing Goods in the Southwest
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STRONG
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LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME?

Thera ars about as many conceptions as to what constitutes a "good
time"' as there are Individuals, but there Is one place In New Mexico, not
AND
WEEKLY
PUBLISHED DAILY
very far from Albuquerque, where 89 out of every 100 people find what they
Mexico.
art looking for. That place Is the valley uancn, atto fecos, ormewdrive,
Mexico.
dogs,
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New
ride
Fresh country produce In abundance, horses
guns, traps, tackle, all at your disposal. The finest hunting and fishing In
You can live In a house, a cabin or a tent, ana come ana
the territory.
you please.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN go asYou'll
W. S. STRICKLER
find plenty of company there, agreeable and rennea, u you are
Conditions Ideal for re
sociably Inclined, a favorite resort for ladles.
MANAGING EDITOR
PRESIDENT
cuperating, reading, hunting or loafing.
Tou CAN'T SPEND MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WiiEK. I
WAT
TOU FIX IT.
SCBSCIUPTION RATKS
Inquire at The Citizen Office for further particulars, or address The
.$5.00 Valley Ranch.
One yrtir by mall In lulvnnce
.
.110
Dim month by nuill
.
.60
One month by carrier tvithln city limits

Entered
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Albuquerque, N. M.

from becoming public. Commissioner
Bingham recently Issued an order excluding reporters from the room In
which prisoners are arraigned by detectives at police headquarters.
Th, railroads and expres-- companies have been victimized to the
amount of thousands of dollars within the lust fortnight.
The New York
Central detectives captured a gang
of robbers some weeks ago who had
stolen over $25,000 worth of merchandise from trains, and It was estimated at the time that other railroad companies had lost $100,000 in
less than two months.
Commissioner Bingham would not
give his estimate of the loss of theft
for the year ltf07. He referred to the
work of the department as shown In
the last quarterly report. This showed that in three months there had
been 2.B59 arrests and 498 convictions. This was an increase of more
than 1,000 arrests over the same
three months In previous years.
"Does not that show that there Is
an Increase In crime?" he was asked.
"It shows that the police force is
doing better work than it ever did
before," he answered.
Commissioner Bingham then issued
the following statement in answer to
the criticism of the Insurance company managers:
Gen, Bingham's Statement.
"The statement that more burglaries, larcenies and thefts of all kinds
have been committed in New York
in the last sixty days than in any
period In its history is simply not
true. If there are others who know
more about these matters than the
police, who are they, and why don't
they help the police?
"It is true that the police department does not give out for publication certain cases that are reported
unless arrests are made. One of the
chief reasons the police don't make
public all burglaries
that occur
is because of the pernicious activity
of the solicitors of the burglar insur
ance companies. The minute a per
son is unfortunate enough to have
his flat or house robbed and the vie
tlm's name Is made pubio these
get busy and make the vic
tim's life miserable.
"As the cold weather comes on the
kinds of crime that must be expected
to increase are burglaries, robberies
This happens every
and larcenies.
year, and undoubtedy will occur this
year, although, so far, there has been
no unusual increase In
either "of
these kinds of crimes.
"it may be that the situation this
year may be worse than other years
probably will be
because there
larger number of men than usual out
of employment. Iark of work Is always an Invitation to commit crime
The men arretted for this sort of
crime during the past two months
have been, as a rule, first offenders,
or, at any rate, new men in the busi
s

$

ie..

'To give an illustration: A certain
robbery of furs amounting to $7,000
was leported: the detective who was
sent to Investigate it after making
certain other inquiries and lookinir
over the situation, turned to the voluble complainant who was talking
two hundred words a minute and
asked, 'What bills do you owe?' The
complainant was very indignant and
wanted to know what right the detective had to ask him such a question. The detective turned on him
with the remark: 'The next time you i
rob yourself mash your window fronv'V
the outside and not from the insifta J
and six business men have been looV
ing for that complainant ever lnce."
Bingham
commissioner
referred
reporters to A. J. Hndspo, manager
of the Empire State siretV company.
No. 34 Pine street, foe a verification
Mr. Hudson praised
of his views.
the work of the police department.
taid it was a great aid In recovering '
stolen property and lauded the com- - '
missioner.
Mr. Hudson admitted,
however,
that the percentage of stolen .prop
erty recovered by the police depart
ment was comparatively small. He
said that the insurance companies
suffere dgreat lo.ss
from "fake"
claims and declared the police de
partment could not be held responsi
ble for this condition.
When people return from their va- - '
cations we always receive a greater
number of claims for money than at
any other period," said Mr. Hodson.
"It would appear that the people are
short of money then and rob them
selves so as to get the insurance
money.
e canot guard against this.
The statements made by the man
agers of some of the insurance com
panies that they are doing business at
loss do not seem reasonable.
I
should say that they do a conservative business. They should take more
depart
care In their underwriting
ment. Our loss this year is 5 per
cent less than a year ago."
,

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
iSt.

$4.20.

St. IjoiiIh SjK'lter Market;

Louis, Dee.

10.

Speller

dull.

New York Metal Market.
New York. Dec. It). Lead weak.
lake copper weak, 13ft
silver 6&V4.
New York Money Market.
New York, Dec. 10. Prime mer
cantile paper 7W8 per oent; money
on call strong 12 0 25 per cnt; rul
ing rate 20; silver
Kt. lAui( Wool Market.
St. Louis, Dec. 10. Wool steady.
Territory and western mediums 20
ffl23c; floe mediums 19 4i'21c; fine
$3.K5$D3.95;

13;

55.

1E4D17C

(1iletiK

Iro-luo-

Chicago, Dec.
Wheat Dec.

1.00.

Corn
Oats
Pork

Lard
Ribs

10.

--

Market.
Closing:

82;

May

S90

56.

May
Dec. 53
May old 62 ; May new 51.
Jan. $12.45; May $12.85.
Jan. $7.75; May $7.75.
Jan. $6.75; May $6.92.
;

Chicago I.lvewtoek.
Chicago, Dec. 10. Cattle receipts,
Market steady. Beeves $3.30 (
6.3il; cowj $1.15tv4.65; Texuns $3.00
fu3.90; calves $5.00 v 7.00
stockers
$2.2504.25;
western
and feeders
ness.
41 5. On.
$3.25
"Does anybody suppose for a mo
12.000.
receipts
iKheep
Market
ment that the burglary
Insurance
Western $2. 00 fi 4. SO; yearcompanies are doing business at. a steudy.
5.35;
4?
lamos
$4,60
tfi
lings
$3.75
los.--- ,
which is what would seem to
$3.75j6.20.
be Implied by the artlce In question? 6.25; western
It is wonderful to Bee what vast pow York Stock.
lice knowledge the gentleman quoted Atchison
.... 71K8
in the article seems to have, and it
Preferred
is a pity that this vast knowledge can New York Central
97
not be utilized In the service of the Pennsylvania
112
city.
72
Southern l'acitic
"The police are not unable to cope Cnlon l'acitic
115
with the situation, but, on the con79
Preferred
trary, are doing the best work that Amalgamated Copper
46
hua everbeen done In New York City U.
S
25,
Moreover, there are other burglary
8 7
Preferred
Insurance 'companies who claim that
in
the whole tenor of the article
KaiiHiui City
question U utterly untrue.
Kansas Oily. Dec. 10. Cattle reMany Burulury Keiiort-- i False.
ceipts 13,000. Market slow to steady,
"Among the cases of robbery and fciouthern steers $ 3.25 ji' 4.50 ; southburglary reported to the police de ern cow s $2.0U iv 3.25; stoi kers and
partment In the last few months such feeders $3.00 1 4.60 ; bulU $2.60 tv
a large number turned out to be 4.10; calves $ S.60 f S.50 ; western
false that It has been a matter of steers $3.25 v 5.20 ; western c ows $2.25
common remark among the older de 44.00.
ectives that apparently these crlmln
iBheep receipts 6000. Market steady
sis were putting up the same game to weak. Muttons $4.25 if 6.10; lambs
compaon the burglary insurance
$3.254i 8.10: range wethers
$3.754j
nies now thut they have done on the D.tiO; fed ewes $3,00fP4 25.
fire Hnd 'U'rMt-n(numr' compsn
5, Olio.

;
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For the Christmas Trade

French

.

. H.

ARE GETTING FAMOUS

The

'

E

and TOMATO SOY

;
HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing

Works
The most
cleaning and pressing
parlors in the city.
J. A. Gardner, Prop,
toy-- u
West Silver Ave.

Board and Room

$16.00

Per Month and Up
or by the Week, Day
or Meal.

MRS.E.K. NORRIS
ttO Eait Coal Avenue
OOOCXXXXXDCXXXXXICXXXXXXXXXJO

Socorro and
Socorro County
COOCOCXXXDCXXIOOOOOOOCOXXXjO
Socorro, N. M., Dec. 10. Bishop
Kendrick of El Paso, and the Kev.
Fletcher Cook, of Albuquerque, arThey
rived In town this morningare being entertained by the Episcopal guild at the home of Mrs. James
F. Berry. There will be services In
-

1

the Episcopal church this evening
when the Rev. Mr. Conk will preach.
The church has been without a minister for noma time, and it Is expected that the Rev. 7ook will come
down from Albuquerque regularly
and
and hold services. The bisho-Rev. Cook "will return to Albuquerque in the morning, but the Rev.
Cook will be down again on the 20th
Instant to hold services. Rev. Cook
comes with a reputation aa an excellent speaker and will no doubt be
appreciated by the people of Socorro.

E. A. Clements, of Magdalena, arrived in town this morning from Albuquerque on his way home. Mr.
Clements has not been to Albuquerque for some time, and says that
the growth of the town Is very noticeable. He also compliments Socorro on the number of cement sidewalks which have been and are still
being laid.
Zim. Gibbons has completed the
cement sidewalk in front of the
property owned by Sheriff Abeytia,
a
and occupied by P. N. Yunker as
The improvement la very
saloon.
noticeable.
Zim. Gibbons wil commence laying
a cement pavement for G. Hravaschl
in a few days. Mr. Biavaschi Is also
building a saloon and meat market
to
In Carthage, which he expect
open shortly.
.Mrs. Lucia M. Harvey Is spending
a few days in town In the interest
of the Auxllliary rMucational league
of Boston, Mass. Mrs. Harvey is taking subscriptions for a set of books
which have been gotten up for home
study, to be used In connection with
the regular public school course.
Mrs. Harvey says business Is good,
and the recent disturbance In the
money market has not affected her
business in the least. Mrs. Harvey
comes from Chicago, but Is enthusiastic over New ilexico, and as she
is a contributor to several papers,
we hopg she will give u.s a boost.
recently
Frantas
who
Schmidt,
moved In from his ranch and located In Socorro was admitted to the
first rank of the Rio Grande lodge
No. 3, K. of P., on Wednesday night
last, Dec. 4th.
Take pome reltaMe and safe. dlike KODOL for Dyspi-pslaistant
KODOI., Is the best remedy known
today for heart burn, belching and
all troubles arising from a disordered
digestion. It Is pleasant to take
and affords relief promptly.
Sold
by J. li. O'RIelly.
o

For Xtnaa.
Chllds' lockers 60c and up; desks.
S2 and up; Morris chairs, 11.50 and
up. A tine assortment of picture.
Ara square from
i to $60.
Furniture Co.
Monarch
canned good at Cham- ;

Fu-trel- le

fit

f

rv

l.

This Week Only.

m

lons, at

TOAST

Purchases and we will
lay the goods away for you till wanted

PUTJT

'YANOW
W. Central
Phone 452

Contractor Will be Guaranteed Santa Fe Backs Up on Prop
osltlon to Furnish
the Money and Legislature
Asked to Pay.
Site.

sured that the territorial legislature
will refund whatever extra outlay we
may make on the armory," said one
of the committee this morning, "and
It is probable we will guarantee the
contractor the extra sum and have
a $12,000 armory erected."
for
The territorial appropriation
the Albuquerque armory amounts to
$7,600 and the business men of tho
city gave the site, three lots at the
corner of Fifth street and Silver avenue.
.
"I have" no doubt that the terri-or- y
would appropriate the extra
.continued the committeeman,
"because It is for the territorial good.
Albuquerque Is not asking for a larger armory wfth any selfish motive in
view, because what benefits this city
benefits the territory and what benefits the territory benefits Albuquerque."
Members of the committee which
held its first meeting at the Commercial club this afternoon have been
discussing securing the lot adjoining
the armory site, thereby Increasing
the dimensions of the proposed armory to 100x142 feet with a seating capacity of 3,500 people. "With
three lots the dimensions would be
75x142 feet.
Governor Curry, Adjutant General
Tarklngton, Major B. Ruppe,
the
territorial militia board, and the
committee on a convention hall will
pass on the plans for the new armory early next month and work
will begin on the building at once.
The following are the members of
the committee, three from the Commercial club, three from the board
of control of the Irrigation congress,
and three from the territorial fair
management.:
Commercial Club Mayor Frank
McKee, R. H. Collier, W. S. Strick-le- r.
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All
All
All
All

$3.00
$2.50
$2.00
$1.00

Pens
Pens
Pens
Pens

$2.50
$2.00
$1.50
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$1.25
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FOR CHRISTMAS
What would bo more
appreciated

f.

om $1.50
75c

Lot Ladies' Pocket Books worth from 75c
to $3.50. All go for Half Price.

than

GOOD VISION
at my oflice and I will lelt you liovr you
can make father or mother a present of a flue
.
'
i
pair of
Cull

E. J. STRONG

to Fit Correctly
GssC. Guaranteed
H. CARNES, Oph. D.

,

Examination
FREE.

.....

114 West Central,
PHONE 452.

0OK3OK500K5C0OO

ASSAULT M'KINLEY

GUS

Next to Post Office

IS

COUNTY

GIVE US A CHANCE

-

-

n,

5154.00

Lot Ladies' Hand Bags worth
to $2.50. Your Choice

site at the northeast corner of First
street and Central avenue.

"We propose, with the company's
permission, to move the fountain
from the car to the site the Santa
Fe agreed on with us" said Councilman Learnard this morning.
"We
will 'take up the matter of the fountain site again with the Santa Fe
and hope to get a favorable answer
from the company.
"If the Santa Fe does not regrant
the site at First street and Central
avenue then the council will have to
select an appropriate site elsewhere."
.Fountain Cost $1,000.
The fountain coat the National
Humane Alliance over $1,000 and
the freight charges on the handsome
pile of granite from New York City
to Albuquerque, which
were also
paid by the alliance, amounted 'to
several hundred dollars, the total
weight of the fountain being five
tons.
The fountain was obtained for Albuquerque by li, W. D. Bryan, president of the New Mexico Humane society. The city had to comply with
the following conditions:
That a- fountain site shall be granted, acceptable to the National Humane Alliance, where there is a
large passing traffic, and where the
fountain can be approached from all
sides ;freight will be prepaid, but
the city must take the fountain from
the car, .place it on a good foundation, put In good Water connections,
guarantee . continuous
and
water
supply and. proper, permanent care..
Sunta Fe Hacks Out.
I '
The committee from the city coun- ell having
charge of the arrange-- I
ments for the new fountain were G.
j P.
Learnard, chairman; G. W. Hariri son and J. S. Heaven. The com
mittee received assurance from President Ripley, of the Santa Fe, that
Board of Control . N. Marron, the site, forty feet on First street
and forty feet on Central avenue,
Berthold Spitz. D. A. MacPheraon.
Territorial Fair M. L. Stern, J. H. would be granted by the road as a
site for the new funtain.
O'RIelly, Felix H. Lester .
The committee sent photographs
and plots of the site to the Humane
Alliance
and the alliance approved
A LETTER F
them and shipped the fountain.
Then the city received word from
the Santa Fe that the road had reHAVVLEY
ON THE CORNER considered its action of granting the
fountain site at First street and Central avenue.
The aldermen later
discussed the reason, which was
There's no use talking, a "Kodak the Santa Fe thought a horse that
and
Record" is the most authentic rec- dog drinking fountain would prove
ord of places and events that you an eyesore to the fashionable guests
can keep. No matter If you have the of the Alvarado, Just across the
gift of an Irving, your word picture street.
will not measure up In fidelity to a
The action of the Santa Fe came
kodak picture. ' And then think of Just! after resolutions
had been
adopted by the city council thanking
the fun of it.
Some one, enthusiastic In his praise President Ripley for his generosity
of the Eastman kodak, has said: "If In giving the site and the National
it lsnt' an Eastman, It Isn't a kodak." Humane Alliance for the gift of tb
Now we have the finest lot of East- fountain.
man's in the city, and we suggest
Granite and Six Feet High.
The fountain is a beauty, entirely
that you try one for a Christmas gift.
The time has passed when a nicely of granite, and would add greatly to
padded edition of one of the poets
the appearance
of Central avenue,
no matter which or a gilt framed now the main
traveled thoroughno
picture
matter what will satis- fare.
fy. Your friend wants a change, and
It stands six feet and eight inches
1 don't
in height. A large bowl six feet in
blame him.
Try him, or her, on a kodak.
diameter and carved from a piece of
granite, highly polUmed, will be
we
forget
nolld
Don't
rent kodaks
that
to those who do not possess them, for the use of horses. At .the bae
and we will finish up and mount the ara four cups or basins o contain
pictures artistically after you have drinking water for dogs.
Above the bowl
on one side is
taken them. Call around and look
us over
carved the following: Herman Lee
nd the kodaks.
Ensign Founder. 1907. Presented hy
IIAWIaKY O.V T1IK fJOItXKR.
Opposite the futitolliee.
the National Humane 'Alliance. On
-- o
the other three sides are lions' heads
with streams of water flowing from
IIOITX ARRIVALS.
their mouths and falling into the
bowl below.
Alvurado.
Albuquerque is the only city in
F. F. Boptwled, San Francisco; J.
M. Carley, Chicago; J. S. Edward, this part of the west to secure a
St. Louis; B. P. Libby, Wlnslow; T. fountain from the National Humane
where
Cannon, J. J. Wiseman, F. I). Hellen, Alliance, the nearest point
Ed. J. Vaughn, Chicago; E. W. Shuty the organization has given fountains
sr. Louis; Mrs. C. N. Hlackwell, Ra- being California and Iowa.
ton; Mrs. W. N. Richardson. Gallatin: J. M. Mackenzie, Omaha; Mri.
ROSS WANTS
J. E. Almg, Jamestown, N. Y.; H. H.
Kapp, Omaha; John Brock, Philadelphia; Norman H. Brock, Philadelphia; Mrs. E. J. Uallin, Wheeling;
HER $1.20 BACK
C. B. Miller, Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
Gerunder, S. J. Hellbonner, N. Gilli-maGerunder Co.. Chicago; J. O.
Charses Klmer Woods With Taking
Roberts, Utlca, N. Y.
Coin From timicliiJii Hag.
Sturges.
colored, who conducts
Anna
J. A. Shysley, .silver City; Ed. T. the ForestRoss,
rooming house at the corMcGettigan, San Francisco;
L.
N. ner of Third
and Copper ave-Barnes, Socorro; P. C. Codington, nue. cau.sed street
the arrest of Elmer
Madalena; J. A. Gooden, H.
Woods, culored, this morning chargGallup;
A.
N. Cutting,
him with the theft of $7 0 from
Denver; R. O. Morman, Laguna. N. ing
chatelain bag she left lying in her
M.; L. Cherries, St. Louis; F. Flalz, aroom.
Las Vegas; V. Hunter, Belen; R.
The woman says she had a pisBulton, Santa Fe.
tol in the bag and that on returning
to her room after a short absence
Grumi Central.
last night she found Woods examinJ. A. Shrewsberry, II. J Pink, Las ing
pistol.
Woods had been in
Vegas; C. V. Hetsln, San Marcial; S. the the
room come
time visiting the
D. Glbford,
Louisville, Ky.; J. J. landlady. This morning
when Mrs.
Gregory, Jupltn, Mo.; E. A. Stern, C. Ross missed the money she
imme-diatel- y
C. Adam, Las Vegas,
had Woods arrested.
says
pistol
Woods
he had the
but
Savoy.
that he did not take it ouc of the'
C. C. Burkholder, Edwonton, Canchateiain bag but found it on a
ada; E. J. Ferguson, Kettner; H. O. dresser. He protests innocence of the
Soucer, Estancia.
theft and when examined at police
headquarters had but 15 cents in his
Craige.
possession, lie will be given a hearJ. T. Woodson, Kansas City; L. J. ing tomorrow.
j
Browy, H. R. Chase, C. E. Natton.
Loa Angeles.
of hay and grain at
All kinds
Champion Groeerr tX

All

Lot Ladies' Hand Baps worth from $1.75 to
$2.50. Your Choice for
$t c 0

114

$4;-50-
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$12,000
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Big Reduction in Fountain Pens

wish, with or wilho.l

'

Columbus
Hotel

ft

yon may

imCKI,l-7TSRINGS. WATCHKS,
STVIS. RCUF PINS,
M VPCII 1IOX10S. II 1( MM 'II ICS, OTHtK. WATCH CHAINS,
MM'KICTS, CCFF III
( II A1XS
INS. NKX'K
AN II
OTIllCIt JKW1CI.RY IN LAUGK, VARITCTY.
(ivrr
TiiKsrc
goohs
on
wic
i.fss
THAN THIClll 11KAI, VAIAK. AND YOU GET THE
HKMCI1T BY 11UYING OF US.

ARMORY CITY HAS A FOUNTAIN

The city's new drinking fountain
A convention hall adequate to the
needs of this city for the next quar- for horses and" dogs, the present of
ter of a century. Is what the commit- the National Humane
Alliance of
City,
S. New York
V.
teemen appointed by Col.
arrived yesterday
Hopewell to devise ways and means and is still in the railroad yards, the
of securing a meeting place for the city finding Itself temporarily withNational Irrigation congress, favor out a place to erect the fountain, the
.
Santa Fe railroad having backed
without exception.
out of its agreement to furnish a
"We- have been" pretty safely as-

with your meals
at the

1

of Jewelry

Style

Come early, Select your Xmas

AT
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Almost

,

AN ADEQUATE

202 East Central

i

O'RIELLY CO.

Busiest Drug House Between Denver and Lot Angeles

WILL COST

HOME-MAD-

CONTINUES

Unredeemed Pledges
Consisting of

That's the Kind Your
Mother Wat
Trying to Make
&

SALE

We have removed from our safes, ref inished
and placed on sale a fine collection of

X. It.: Our Prescription Department always In charge of registered
Plmrmactsts.

Bread and Cakes

BANKRUPT

Buyers

prr-nrn-

Bakery

Edwards

For CHristmas

...
t
Wo bought more heavily of beantlful gontl than Uie
condiwe are
tions Justify, ami In order to move tliese goods- qnh-kljmaking prices lower than tlwy should bo sold for. Make selections
now vtliile the stock la complete.
Klcli Cut Glnm, the mowt beautiful Hand Pnlnted China ever shown in tlie eilt; leather Goods
Toilet Sets, Shaving Seta, Itaby Sets, Dainty rerfumes, Toilet 'Waters, Box Candies. Don't fail to Inspect our Mock.

PROSPEROUS

SANTA FE

AS

To figure on that bill of lumber,
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located In the best body of
timber In New Mexico.
A large stock of dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
cheap T
the best when It Is Just
It will pay you to look Into this.

BE

EMPLOYE

u

Paul PollocK Is struck From Has New Court House, New
Jail, and Is Building SI. 700
Behind by ,Unkn6ynlan
Bridge.
Fires Shot.

Phone 8.

.f

Roy Pollock, a llneclerk working
In the - offices of the,;, wouth yards
of the Santa Fe, is lying at his home
317 South Fourth street today a nervous .wreck as a resullPof an experience he had, with an unknown man
at 3 o'clock this morning.
His eyes are burnt1 with some
fluid the man put on hia eyes and
his head Is laid open from a blow
dealt him by the man. The assault
was committed within a few feet of
the oflioe in which Pollock worked
and there were some of his fellow
employes working there at the time
within hearing of his cry had he
called, but the assatiULj&aa made in
such a sudden and rkious manner
thnt he can scarcely tell, .what haphe only
pened, and he made,
fired his pistol.
Struck From Held ml.
He remembers leaving the ' office
and going out Into the night, which
was quite dark, the new moon having gone behind the western horizon
hours before. He was walking along
when all of a
beside a string
sudden he felC a stinging sensation
....
on the head.
He says that he remembers feeling like he was falling, then some
one grabbed him from behind and
placed his hands over his face. He
smelled a peculiar odor and felt a
burning sensation.
"I pulled my gun and wheeling
around as quickly as I could, I pulled' the trigger," said Pollock this
morning in telling the police of his
mysterious assailant.
"I thought
to the man's
that I pressed the gun
I
fired.
think
that he
and
breast
fell, and then I fell and everything
became dark. I can't remember any
more.
Pollock Staggered Into OIII-e- .
The clerks in the office say that
a shot a
they remember hearing
short time after Pollcik left the of-Iand a short time after Pollock
eirr.t ta(ffe't'ii"K through the door.in
He fell Into a chair and told them
an Incoherent manner that he had
been hit and had shot some one.
They went to the place where
Pollock said that he shot the man.
but there was no blood there nor
any signs of a scuffle. The bullet
from Pollock' plctol had undoubtedly missed Its mark, or else the man
had some comrades and they carried
him away.
Motive For Assault Mystery
Pollock was able to walk to his
home, but feels very weak as a result of his extraordinary experience.
Ha says lhat he cannot fathom the
the assault. Ic was not
motive for
or at least no attempt
for robh-ry- ,
was made to go through his porkets.
He believes that he was mistaken
for some one else. Just what the
fluid was the man rubbed on his face
He burnt his eyes
Is not known.
some but the sight will not be indegree.
any
great
to
jured
Pollock is 18 year old and lives
with his parents at the above number. He works at night and sleeps
He sleipt a very
during the day.
restless sleep all
The police are making an Investigation of the case.
opt-vfy-

of-ca- rs

-

I;

"McKlnley county haa done one
thing which I don't bellove viy other county In New Mexico tu accom
plished," said J. A. Gordon, one of
the commissioners or McKlnley coun
ty at the court house today. "It has
built a new court house and .1a at
an expense of $25,000 and a bridge
coating $1,700 and didn't find It necessary to Issue a bond.
County Commissioner Oordon and
SherllT Harry Coddlngton, of Gallup,
McKlnley county, are in the city on
at
business. The new court houi-Gallup wan built by Contractor Wallace Hesselden, of Albuquerque, out
of white sandstone tHKnn from a
quarry near Gallup. The bridge over
the Rio Puerco, near Gallup, was
constructed out of the same material.
"The county has also wiped out a
debt to Bernalillo county amounting
to over $7,000," continued Mr. Gordon.
"Our county is in a prosperous condition and ho are all the people living In it. The bank at Gallup
did not find It nece.sary to Issue cr:o
during the money stringency
and
through the' worst of the depression
there seemed to be plenty of currency in circulation.
"tine thousand more miners are
needed In the mines In McKlnley
county Mine owners have advertised
miners
for them and are securing
through employment ngencles In the
ea.t and west. The shutting down of
several copper camp gave us some
miners, but we are In need of more
now. Miners can find plenty fff work
In Gallup."
Plasterers are now at work In the
new court house and Jail and Contractor Hesselden promises to have
the buildings ready for occupancy by

January

Furniture

Formerly at

ot

HAIR GOODS
'

' Manicuring,

Central Ave.

1

882

Representatives of the Only

CHICKERING PIANO
Everett, Baumeister, Kimball, Harvard,

Schaeffer, Straube.
Interior Piano Players, Kimball, Marshall, Wendell,
Sheet Muslo
TalkingEdison
Machine
Victor Talking Machines
Call and Hear our New Records.
Open Evenlnss
rian0 TunnK

Alil

The Lady Maccabees will give a
ball on Wednesday evening. Pec. 18,
at Elks' hsll. Tickets $1.00.
MACCABEE BALI

Fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars

H. li, Samuels, Prop.

IIC
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Free Lunch Day and Night
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and High Class Toilet Articles

DR. C. H. CONN

iff

oeraofATHic physician and
muRomoN

All
MR. AND MRS. JAMtS SLAUGHTER, Proprietors

308-31- 0

KSTAHUSI1ED

r"Olt SAIJC CHEAP. A FEW
ACECJUIA HIIIT;
SOME
EXTRA WK.IJj ROTTKI1
MANIIUC.
SPRINGER TRANSFER
CO.

Hair Dreuing, Facial Massage, Shampooing,
Children' Hair Cutting
Scalp Treatment,

M

The Whitson Music Co.

Best remedy for motlierv to use is
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup. It
tastes nearly as good as mable sugar.
It contains no opiates. Sold by J. 11.
O'RIelly.

120 South Fourth St.

M

ALBERT FABER

Our Showing of Holiday Goods Will
Ho One of the Most Complete In Town.
Large size sleeping bisque doll
heads, long curly
natural
hair and eye lashes, a beauty. $1.10
18 Inch full jointed fine kid
body doll, long curly natural
hair and eye lashes, one of
the handsomest dolls shown
$3.50
this season
$1.45
Trinity chimes
Holmes trumpeO mouth harps,
$1.00
something new
12 inch metal top trunk, would
$1.60
please any little girl
We will need a few more extra
cleik3.
TIIF. MAZE.
Win. Kleke, Proprietor.

PARISIAN BEAUTY PARLORS
Telephone 234
312 West Central

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

Variety of designof styles
of upholstery, of wood, and
of prices. To meet all pos- sible requirements we keep
J all kinds of
Parlor Furniture
to suit varied tastes and various pockets. But no matter what the'class of goods you are looking for, you may
be sure of the best of its kind at the price you want to
pay. Full Parlor Suits or separate pieces and carpets
to match your furniture choice.

1.

IXIIIS tIF

CO.

There are varieties,
of course, in Parlor

The Lobby
Manufacturer

GRANDE LUMBhA

RIO

Curmblm

No

Car

94

Dti,

TrtaKd.
tor Commulft on.

N. T. ArmUe Building

Champion

GROCERY COMPANY
W. Ttras Plume 51
Matteucci Br 8., Prop.

822-2- 1
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TUESDAY. DECEMBER

GREAT NATIONAL EVENT; ATLANTIC SEABOARD MAY NOT SEE

FOR

FLEET AGAIN

WAR
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Sol

way

The Mayflower
until rhe reaches
entrance of the
will veer off to

will lead the way
a point
near the
Hoads. Then she
one side, allowing
I

i

'

mptoii Romls to Sun Francisco, siiow-i- i
te.
the fleet to pass. The battleships
will pass in review In single column.
The Jackies, many of whom have
never had a whiff of salt water before, will "man the rail," as the navy
officers fay. That is, they will all
vtand oh deck at attention, crowding
close to the rail, where the president
can see them.
just be
As each battleship gets
yond the Mayflower, it will thunder
Its farewell in 21 mighty peals to
President Roosevelt and to the nu
lion.

ter.
Etc.,

J.

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

Show.

A

WITH AMPIiE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

Helton Street

Colorado

J

BANK OF COMMcRCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Thornton,

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERT PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL

The Cleaner
Located

il
!

SsaairaEteed

Beer'

The following guarantee appears on the label
of every bottle of

"i
Ml

$150,000.00

Officers and Directors:
SOLOMON LUNA, President.

at

121 North Third
only real steam
cleaning plant In the aouthweat.
We are now better prepared than
ever before to clean anything that
Is cleanable.
In cleaning, pressing and repairing clothes, we take
the front seat. All we ask Is a
trial. All work guaranteed. Second hand clothing bought and
sold. Goods called for and delivered on short notice.
.

street.

ll

423 South First

CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTER
CDEPOSIT YOUR FUNDS IN THE

the

Denver,

Il

SUPPLIES

MONEY

Speed Championship at
The National Business

1722

lU-a- r

Hi

WHEN YOU WANT

Underwood Typewriter
Company

Rear Ailmintl Cliax. M. ThonuM,
third In conuiutnd of the armada to
tlie IatHlic.
to leave those weak spots to take care
of themselves.
If the constitution
follows the flag, so do the battleships
way of
according to Roosevelt's
thinking.
When those 16 mighty battleships
leave Hampton Roads, Dec. 16, It
will be a big national event. Presi
dent Roosevelt, on the deck of the
Mayflower, will say "delighted" many
many times, and the great guns will
boom back "delighted" In tones of
thunder.
The president will reach the fleet
in Hampton Roads shout s o clock
Admiral C. S. Serry, fourth In on the morning of Dec. 16, and I
coiiinuuul under Admiral Kvaim on the Mayflower carries him within
will
Ute great voynge to the western signaling distance, every Fhlp
great him with 21 guns the natlon- ocean.

FINISHERS'

C. BALDRIDCE

The Underwood
Standard
semi-annuall- y,

AND

ss s s

Etc

and
No Failure of Signals

wins

Is ssssssssss

Native and Chicago Lumber. Shcrwln-WIMlaPaint None BetBuilding Paper, Plaster, Lime, Cement, Glass, Bash, Doors, Etc

No Spreading of Rails
No Hot Boxes
No Flat Wheels

Typewriter
This photo of the txutlcMtiii) Connec
ticut, wIlIcIi will bo Admiral EvaJM
Flagalilp on tlio wonderful voyage
to tlto Pauillc, was taken a few
days ago at the Brooklyn Navy
Yard.

S S

BUILDERS'

Carriage rides securely
and smoothly day by day
and year by year.

i

IIII

S

The
Underwood

mm
tov

iout of Kvhiih' I'hct front Ha
lug liiu of MipMm at Port l.n Ho
al salute. Then the flag officers ami
captains will go aboard the Mayflower and extend their
greeting',
after which the fleet will get under

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE

in Traveling a SOLID
ROAD BED it Essential.

t .1 fjAmmo

globe.

Am-erio-

AN-

DO NOT FUR-

ADVERTISEMENT
IN THE
EVENING CITIZEN WILL GO A LONG WAT TOWARDS SUPPLYING THE DINER O.

For
Speed. Safety
and Surety

1

lantic seaboard will see the battleships for a long time. The extent
of the preparations, so far as they
have come to light, indicate that the
voyage around the Horn is only the
beginning. Quite possibly the greater part of this fleet will be left permanently In the Pacific.
Perhaps it
will go into Asiatic water and then
complete its circumnavigation of the

The one sure il.iik is that this
great gathering of Uncle Ram's fighting ships constitutes a recognition of
the importance of the Pacific. For
once a president from the eastern
part of the country has been big
enough to see over the AHeghenle
and he has beheld the great Pacific
Coast, almost unprotected.
He has een, too, , the ocean beWin. Hennlcy Emory. 1k will yond,
Cat.
upon which will
be fought
Ik" mxxhvI In command of the
battles, if Uncle Sam has to fight
urnwila.
again. There, in the distant Philipy
this trip in recent times was ti" pines, in
Hawaii, are the
squadron of Rear Admiral Bancroft points against which an enemy's first
Gherardt, who, with hia flag flying blows are sure to be delivered, and
from the Baltimore, led three other Theodore Roosevelt does not propose
fighting Ships in 1892. Most thrilling
was the voyage of the Oregon, which
rushed from the Pacific to take a
whack at Spain.
The nearer rival to this cruise is
the voyage of the Russian admiral,
Rojertvensky, Who sailed to destruction at the hands of the Japs. He hud
15 fighting ships and 12 torpedo boat
destroyers. But of these only seven
were battleships, and not all of these
were first class. The Russian fleet
made a journey of 16.000 mile?, but
the voyage was broken by a long delay at Madagascar.

DRAINS, AND

WE

HAVE, AND AN

a ReoojjnitJon of Went.
there Is no war. It Is improbable that the people of the At-

i:

II

PERUSAIi OF
WILL SHINE UP THE ONES YQtJ

OUR COLUMN

CruUw
Kven if

J

ONE OF THESE
IOME MONET.

NISH BRAIN! IN SETS, BUT A

h.

V-- V

SUCCESS
THEY

THE STORY IX FIGURES OF TIIF. CiREAT PACIFIC CRl'ISE.
IS
Modern bsl tlenhlps
Torpedo boat dertroyera
35
Collier
voyage
14,160 nillen
Their
FlRhtlng strength battleship
908 (run
il 4.000
Officers and men
$8,000,000
Value of ammunition carried
.
Coal they will burn
120.000 tons
$1, 000. 000
Cost of coal and its transportation
Washington. D. C, Dec. 10. SixPacific Coast Protect!.
teen battleships have Blithered in
If war should come within the
Hampton Roads for the moft re- next four months, Uncle Sam would
markable voyage in modern naval have in the Pacific a naval force to
history.
make any enemy trouble. Those 1
As a single fleet they will steam ships carry 908 guns, of which 362
entirely around South America, mak- belong to the main batterlns. There
ing a voyage of 14.160 miles.
guns and 48
are 16
Never before has ao large a fleet
'But these 16 fighters are not all.
of modern battleships made ft voyage The sister ships Tennessee and Washof such length.
Other American ington started around the Horn in
hips have sailed around the Horn, October, and when Admiral Evans'
ships get Into Pacific waters they will
but never such a fleet as this.
The larger American fleet to make be Joined by them and by the MaryColorado, Wsst
land. Pennsylvala.
Virginia, California and South Inko-ta- .
This will bring the total number of guns up to 1668. It will make
the strength of the main batteries
676 guns.
record-breakin-

LONG TIME WAR OR

A

Ml M II I M M

I M M M I I I II I I M M I

DEPARTURE OF EVANS' SIXTEEN BATTLESHIPS WILL BE A

10. 1M7.
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W. 8. 6TRICKLER,

W. 1. JOHNSON,

Vice President and Cashier.

Assistant Cashier.
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william Mcintosh,
A. M. BLACKWELL
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J.
baldridge,
E. CROMWELL.
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

PHONE-4- 60

A LBUQUERQUm

Santa Claus at the
Cash Buyers' Union

MBW MEXICO

Capita! sad surplus, $100,000

Come and look at our stock of
knlldav roods. Hundreds of useful
suitable for presents; lots of
articles
I
dolls and toys.
5c to I3.R0
Doila
loo to $6.50
Toys
.63
6o to
Cups and saucers
Wagons
15oto $3.25
123 NORTH SECOND ST.

ALLOWED

INTEREST

SAVINS

ON

DEPOSITS

-

-

CASH BUYERS' UNION
122 North Saeond

The King o Bottled Beers
SHOE

"We guarantee that this beer is
brewed especially for our own trade
according to the Budweiser Process, of
the best Saazer Hops and finest Barley,
and warranted to keep in any climate."
No other beer is sold under so strong
a guarantee none equals it in quality
or sales.

2

STORE

AND

Green Front
105 North First Street

i

&fe

V

C. W. KUNZ. Distributor

JOSEPH

REPAIRS

Avraoc

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AMD
CLUB WOOMS

NATIONAL BANK
OF

Albuquerque. New Mexico
United States Depository

Brewery

Depository A. T. & S. F. Railroad Company

REPORT OF CONDITION DECEMBER 3, 1907
RESOURCES

Albuquerque, H.M.

BARNETT, Prop'.

I 2 0 West Railroad
Os0sX)ODsK0tX3OsO0s3

FIRT

Bottled only at the

.Anheuser-Busc- h
St, Louis. U. S. A.

The St. Elmo

P. MATTEUCCI

Jl

9.9
1, 193. 11

Loans and Discount
Bonds, Securities and Real Estate..
J30S.OUO.00
U 8. Bonds
4(5.114.40
Exchangs
J94.SJ161
Cash In Vault

1.741,

Cash Resouroes

1.1(7.466.91

Totals

00404K)X40X)04K5C0

....

$1,005,690.61

LIABILITIES

Capital and Surplus
Circulation
Deposits

Totals

.$ 152, 5S. 01
100.000.00
.

1.561. 057.

0

..$1,005,690.(1

06KCCK0KK)6X36K)6K?tXa

TVKSDAV,

DECEMBER

2LLBUQUERQUE

10, 1907.

ETENINO

dtlZES.
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Scene in "Way Down East"
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1

C LASSIFI ED

ADS

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

t

; 7

'

"WAY

MAKES

DOKASr

FRIDAY

AND SATURDAY

"Way Down East" Is a descriptive
story of Now England farm life, exemplified in Its quaint and homely
characters, net nut in bold
relief
agalnct a background of rustic bon-est- y
although
and simplicity the play,
as familiar as any play possibly can
be. from its having been before the
public bo many years is seemingly
still as well anticipated as though
comparatively a new vehicle.
(Mr. Brady is sending one of the
best quartet" he has ever had in the
show
and the good old- ou odya ncnry wews, inotme this season,
that one hearg only wnen
Way Down East
comes around
Wall Street Sage-Stoc- Ks
will be rendered from the corner of
the porch by the berry pickers after
notching the toil of the day. It is
Up 10 Per Cent.
not difficult to account for the phenomenal popularity of "Way Down
East." It is a story of plain people,
New York, "Dec.
10.
Another telling an everyday tale, with the
week of gratifying recovery has been ingredients of sunshine and laughter
experienced, and since the panic se- clouds and tears so deftly dramacurity values show an advance of tized and so splendidly actd that It
10 points and over on the leading Isis liable to be played for years to
sues. In bonds, as well as stocks, come to, the same high appreciation
there have been substantial gains, that continues to mark Its course In
and the whole drift of the financial the greater theaters in the country.
situation' shows genuine recuperation. The premium on currency la
gradually disappearing and call mon- to bring good prices to the grower
ey is becoming more and more easy, and this it should not be forgotten ia
rate) having touched as low as 8 per a strong element of support. There Is
during the week. Time money little doubt but
the strong finjnues scarce at 10 to 12 per ancial condition that
of our agricultural
for short dates; not so much sections resulting from a long series
to. any deficiency5 In supply, as or profitable harvests, not only had
an
conversauve atutuae oiwe mur-- jtt to with the boom w hlch
I g.7 dlapsed,
nks, which are still obliged
but is now pro- I. . (from
else caution
granting
in the
effects of
. 1. 7? .
. "Bvel?
.wuson
. ' extreme
.
.. .
..
..
A
t
n.4i.nll..
es- mat vujiaic. oecreiarr
jney market is working back to tlmates that our farmers produced
normal conditions.
The disposition crops this year valued at $7,412,200,-00an amount 10 per cent' great
to hoard Is abating1 and bank reserves are rising, having been ma- er than the total for 1906; 17 per
terially assisted by the engagement cent greater than 1905; 20 per cent
of about 1100,000,000
of sold, the greater than 1904, and 57 per cent
bulk of which has already arrived. above 1899. These records are, of
Fortunately our interior banks are course, in values and not quantities.
rapidly getting over their fright now Nevertheless, they show that the
that the situation in New York is American farmer is in an exceptionImproving, and within a few weeks ally strong financial condition, and
money will probably be abundant, this has unquestionably greatly miti
and much easier than at present. gated the effects of the panic.
There is no lack of currency.
The
mneiK-- Advocutcd.
My preference Is for a scientific
amount of circulation on November
was
$2,876,000,000,
an
30th
increase and elastic currency system based
of nearly $132,000,000
within the upon bank assets, or something like
month,
within the following to provide for periods
and $139,000,000
twelve months. This Is a circulation or great money demands:
Autho
per capita of $34.71 compared with rize national banks to increase their
$32.42 a year ago. Of the Increase circulation to be called emergency
in circulation during November
circulation to the extent of say, 20
per cent ot tneir paid un caDltal.
was In gold coin and
In bank notes.
November to be issued upon approved savings
was thus a month of unusual expan- bank securities, to be deposited with
Considering the tne comptroller of the currency and
sion in currency.
lessened volume of business and the to be taxed to such an extent as to
lower prices at which it Is being compel the speedy return and can
transacted, it Is evident that ve are cellation ot such notes when the
rapidly running Into a condition of business needs no longer exist for
monetary redundancy; a fact which the additional currency.
In the
has been wisely recognized by the event of congress failing to provide
government and Is reflected In its de- an elastic quality to our currency
cision to modify its recent relief system, as an alternative, I suggest
measures.
It is now believed that the following:
Mr. Cortelyou will not Issue more
The government to Issue emergen
than $25,000,000 of Panama bonds, cy notes, not to exceed $100,000,000
and that the issue of new certificates during periods of great panics, and
will not exceed $15,000,000, or a to- to banks only, to be held by them
tal of about $40,000,000
for both as reserve, these emergency notes to
classes of securities. Instead of
draw two iper cent Interest and have
as originally intended. From six months to run, subject to reall parts of the country there come newal for an additional three to six
reports of steady Improvement in months at the discretion
of the sec
the money situation, and it Is confi- retary of treasury-- , by consent of the
dently believed that the complete president. Such a measure of relief
resumption
of specie
payment Is would work like the Bank of Eng
only a matter of comparatively short land's back log method. Whenever
a great panlo occurs in England the
period.
Bank of. Kmgland Is authorized to
Iotoful 'Teeling Manifested.
its charter act, which ad
There has been a distinctly more suspend
mlts
of Issuing increased Bank of
hopeful feeling in stock exchange England
notes without requiring a
circles; although, following the rapid corresponding
amount of gold to be
advance last week, more or less re- held against same.
has always
alizing Is about due. Speculative op- been found to end This
at once
erations are, of course, restricted and The above plan wouldpanic
what
likely to be until interest rates de- la now very much neededsupply
In our curcline to a more normal level. Thus rency an automatic movement
at at
far the revival has been quicker and time when most needed. As a matmore complete than was anticipated. ter of fact, it being known
that reBuying power is of necessity limit- lief would be always forthcomnlg
ed, and time will be necessary for would be a
oc- panics
against
bar
further recuperation. Now that the curlng in this country, such as the
disturbance has subsided In Wall recent one and that of 1873. when
st reef, general business is also recov- money was almost unobtainable on
ering from the shock administered any terms. This plan of issuing
last October. Mills temporarily shut emergency
elastic national bank redown owing to the monetary stringmoney would remove the neency are restarting, and merchants serve
cessity
a
of
central national bank
are conducting their operations ex- wnicn is now
being agitated to a
tending into the future with vislbiv considerable
extent, b'uch a bank will
greater confidence than a month never be acceptable
to the national
ago.
It Is not fn be expected that
now existing, as It would dlm- business will ro back to the old banks
of them. The jealousy of
tnutlze
all
scale of activity and profits. Never- bank officials would cause them to
theless, business conditions are gen- exert their influences against such a
erally sound; and w now see no
meeting with congressional
reasons for serious apprehension In measure
this respect.
Quite possibly some favor.
HENRY CLEWS.
further decline In the commodity
markets will have to be experienced,
Me I ought at oeiU'sburg.
and this will prove Inconvenient to
David Parker, of Fayette, N. Y..
concerns already
overextended: but who
lost a foot at Gettysburg, writes:
no serious curtailment In the consumption of the necessities of life "Electric Bitters have done me more
seems probable, and the reaction will pood than any medicine I ever took
fall chiefly upon what may be class- For several years I had stomach
ed as luxuries, which are largely ob trouble, and paid out murh money
to little purpose, until
tained from abroad
already for medicine
and
I
I began taking Electric Bitters.
show a marked decline In importa
would not take $500 for what they
tions, a snrinaage in imports, however, under present conditions will have done for me." Grand tonic for
not be harmful, since It promises to the aged and for female weakness.
Te accompanied bv free exDorts and Great alterative and body builder;
will, therefore, assist us in retaining sure cure for lame oack and weak
Guaranteed by all drug
as muen of the foreign gold recent- kidneys.
ly Imported as seems desirable. We gists. 60c.
have still as a baekhone an unusual
degree of prosperity amongst our
Pal Pinto Wells Mineral Water
farm classes. Corn, cotton, and near- cures and prevents constipation. Ask
ly all agricultural products continue your grocer for it.

GRATIFYING
RECOVERY

ut

I

WANTED To keep piano for winter, good parties, will pay dray-ag- e.
This office.
WANTED To make your hat and
suit look like new. In the car, west
iold avenue. Phone 680.
family
for
WANTED Laundress
washing. Apply 00 N. Fourth it.,
or telephone 811
goods,
second
WANTED Gents'
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
of
616 South First street, south
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
WANTED Rooks toaudit or correct, bookkeeping or ofllce systems
to open, books to keep evenings
Address, D. S.
Much experience.
B., care Citizen office.
FOR SALE
WANTED Ladles desiring new fall
styles In millinery to call on Miss
modern
FOR
SALE Four-rooCrane, 6 It North 8eeond street.
brick cottage, 4th ward. Cheap for
Millinery and dressmaking parlors.
a few days. P. O. Box 218.
wanted.
Phone
Also apprentices
44.
FOR SALE Home baking, taffies.
.
Jellies, etc. 109 E. Coal. Mrs. C. W. WANTED Stenographers.
bookkeep'
Flneron.
ers, salesmen, managers and office
In
New
open
positions
men for
modern,
FOR
Mexico, Arizona, Texas and Mexbrick dwelling, best location In
city. A. Fleischer,
212V4
South! ico. Business Mens Association,,
203
E. Central Ave., Albuquer-queSecond street.
N. M., Phone 257.
FOR SALE 4 room adobe house,
good location for $650. Porterfleld WANTED Able bodied, unmarried
men. between ages of 21 and 85:
Co.. 216 West Gold avenue.
citizens of United States, of good
FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
noney for l; 60 pound can ror $6.
character and temperate habits,
who can speak, read and write
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
English. For Information apply to
Box 202, Albuquerque, N. M.
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
FOR SALE 3 room modern house
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Ave.,
for $850. Porterfleld Co., 216 West
Gold avenue.
FOR SALE 3 room modern on
MONEY TO LOAN
on North Sixth street for $1,000.
Easy terms.
Portlerfleld Co., 216
West Gold avenue.
Money to loan at 8 per cent on
shingle good real estate security. P. O. Box
FOR SALE $700.
roof, adobe dwelling. N. Fourth 218.
street. A. Fleischer, 21 2 H South
Second street.

FOIl RENT Attractive front room.
Kates reasonable. 524 West Central. Apply at rear.
FOR RENT 4 rooms. wellfurnlsh-ed- ,
right close in, $20, Lloyd Hun- saker, 205 West' Gold avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms and
board in the Highlands. 616 East
Central.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
Apply at 109
light housekeeping.
Eat Coal avenue.
for
FOR RENT Room furnished
612
North
light housekeeping.
Second street.

'

r

V,

I

0,

y

$68.-000,0$r3.-000,0-

$150.-000,0-

'

SALE--Nlneroo-

SALESMEN

Dr. Vaucaire's

salesmen for
WANTED High-claNew Era Safety Credit and Accounting systems;
best on earth;
good commissold on approval;
sion; wonderful opportunity. Mon-arc- h
Co m pany. Wheeler, Ind.
by
Henrj
Mrs.
Recommended
Symes, to develop the bust from 4 $210.iO motor cycle or horse and
to
buggy furnished our salesmen for
Inches.
traveling, and $85.00 per month
Guaranteed to be made from the
and expenses, to take orders for
true Galega Extract. Is perfectly
greatest portrait house In the
the
hatmless.
world. You will receive, postpaid, a beautiful 16x20 reproducThe Vaucaire Formula Is a general
tonic, but It hat a specific effect upon
tion of oil painting in answer to
the bust. Price 75 cents. For sale by
this ad. Write for particulars. R.
D. Martel. dept. 79, Chicago.
ss

Formula

Highland Pharmacy and
Pharmacy

OPPORTUNITIES

IVAN TED

FOR RENT

Al-vara-

do

Employment Agencies

' PERSONAL PROPERTY

GI0NEY to LOAN

M. SHERIDAN. M. D.

XV.

I.OAXS

Physician and Surgeon
Occidental Life Building.
RAMRROOK ItTins
Telephone, 886.
Phnna 506.
tlx John Strom
Saddle horses a specialty. Bai
DR. F. J. PATC1UN.
drivers In the city. Proprietors c
Sadie," the picnic wage.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office over Vann Drug Store. OfTvIIL,L,lIM
fice hours 0 to 12 a. m.. 2 to ft, and
Up-to-Da- te
7 to 8 p. ni. Phones, ofllce 441,
e
6f5.
real-den-

DENTISTS

FOR SALE.
Six room house. West New

York avenue

4 room abobe. Iron roof, lot
00x400,
Mountain road,

near car line

8 room cement

Itouse, 3rd

2,500
1,500
2,000

ward
frame, corner lot,
1,100
3rd ward
8 room frame, 2 lots, close
8,000
In
5 room brick, modern, cor2,650
ner lot, 2nd ward
5 room frame, 4th ward,

4 room

corner
Three room brick, Fourth
ward
One of the swdlest rent- -

1,500
1.400

7,500
denree in town
brick, modern,
Six room
2,250
clow in
Seven room brick, mod

ern
Randies from two to 200
acre.
Lota in all parts of town.
alfalfa ranch within a few blocks of the
Htreet enr line
alfalfa ranch Ave
mllen north of town $65
per acre.

2,500

30-ac- re

4,500

60-ac- re

.

FOR RENT.
Houses from 2 to 8 rooms.
Money to loan In sums to suit.

MONTOYA

A.

160-nc-

re

M. L. SCHUTT

A Good Double
Plush Lap Robe
Will Last You a Life Time
Why Not Get One Now

Solid Comfort
A driver experiences solid comfort when he ia protected by a

Pluih Robe, These Robes
are thick, strong and warm.
They will not shed ; they are
durable. They are
with handsome patterns ta beautiful colors.
Ask for a OA Plush Robe.
SA

WeSellTbem

We have a vey large stock w
bought direct from mills at low
prices and we give you this advantage

HORSE
that suit

BLANKETS

Plumber
Telephone No. 61
The Standard

214 North Second Street
Albuquerque,
New Mexico

this cslumn.

you can gst it through

;J

timail

Be--n4.fho- n

944

W. L.

CO.

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER 8TABLE9.
Horses and Mules Bought and Ba
changed.
BEST TOURNOUT3 IN THE Cm
Second Street, between Railroad aai
Copper Avenue.

Thos. F. Keleher

t

C.

408 Wist Kmilroad Awna
R. W. D. BRYAN
am Aai
Attorney at Law.
Dealers in Groceries, Provlaloas,
Offlcn, First National Bank Building,
Oraln and Fuel.
Aiunquertiue, n. m.
Fine Line of Imported Wince Ltqaert
and Cigars. Place your orders re
E. V. DORSON
this line with us.
NORTH TH I
Attorney at Law.
Office Cromwell Block,
Alubquerque, N. M.

ton a

i

lll-tll-1-

THIRD STREET

Moat Market

IRA L BOND
AH Kinds ot Fresh and halt
Attorney at Law.
Bteam ausage Factory.
Prmnons, Land Patent. OopyrUflus,
EMIL KlilENWORT
caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
Masonlo Bulldlnjr. North TUI-- 4 atrs
Marks, Claims.
32 P. street, N. M. Washington. D. C.

kite

Cxxxxxxxxi

TXIOS. K. D. MADDISON

Attorney
Office with XV. B. Chlldera,
117 West Gold Avenue.

A. E. WALKER

Fire Insurance.
Secretnrv Mutual Building Association
917 We Central Avenue.

UNDERTAKERS
BORDERS.

Every Thing
Necessary for
Housekeeping

308

W. Gold

Ave.

umixxixiinixxixixTTTrS

Direct Route
The Mining Camps of Colorado.
Utah and Nevada; to Dvnver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo U via the

RAILWAY

TRENCH & ADAMS
V NDERTAKERS.
Embalming a Specialty.

VETERINARY
WILLIAM BELDEN
Vrtcrlnury.
u

fcx--liilt-

Plume

40.V

MISCELLANEOUS
K.

Z EARING

DAVIS &

Denver&RioGrande

CNDERTAKER.

fcurucry and
402 South Edith

CXXXXXXM

OUTFITTERS

INSURANCE
B. A. SLEYSTER
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
Publin.
Rooms 13 and 14. Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone 136.

W. SPENCER

Architect.

Through the fertile San Luis VaUey,
abn to the San Juan county ot Colorado.
For information as to rules, train
service, descriptive literature, etc--,
call on or addrewi
F. IL McBRIBE,
Agent, Santa IV, N. M.
S. K. HOOPER,
. 1.
T. A.. Denver. Colo.
NOTICE FOR

PUBLICATION.

Department

of the Interior.
Land
ofllce at Santa Fe, N. M.
Nov. IS, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that
Montoya, of Golden, N. M.,
has filed notlcs of hi intention to
make final five-yeproof n support of his claim, vis:
Homestead
Entry No. 7305, made Nov. 11. 1902,
for the SH SEK. sec. 14, Nfc NBH.
sec. 25, township 11 N range
E.,
and that eald proof will be made before Register and Receiver, at Hants
Ke. N. M., on Dec. 27, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous
residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
vis:
Nicolas Montoya, of Golden, N.
M.; Daniel Write, of Golden, N. M.;
Hernardo N. Arando, of Golden, N.
M.; Bisente Gutleres. of San Pedro.
Cor-nel-

ar

1221 South Walter.

Phone 555.

Trial Catarrh treatments are being mailed out free, on request, by
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. These tests
are proving to the people without
a penny's cost the great value of
this scientific prescription known to
druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
C'aturrh Remedy. Sold by all dea-

ler.

ICILLtHt COUCH

Or. ECing's
Hew Discovery

N. M.

MANUEL

with

rnn s4sahisua
rim zxyzw
LDS

AND Al

i THROAT

PBITE
too
woo.
Tflal flottl. Fre.

AMD IUNG TROUBLES.

i GUARANTEED SAi'ISKACigitV

fT

at

BIGIJEY

M

HOME

t-Law.

right.

V7ANTET

Ml AH CRANE

M.

LAWYERS

in quality, price, durability.

J. Korber & Co.

ei

EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. 8.
a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
1:80 to ft p. m.
DEVOE8 READY PAINT
Appointments made by mall.
Ond Gallon Cover 606 Square Fmi
300 West Central Ave.
Phone 456.
PALMETTO ROOF TAINT
8 tops Leaks, Lenta Five Tear.
Office hours,

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are

Ming & Heating Go

LADIES' TAILORING

And DRESSMAK1NC

s

CURE thc LUHCS

Standard

Styles
AT LOW PRICES

Don't Forget The

ar

If You Want A

UF"V

DR. J, E. KRAFT
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
' Dental Surgery.
Rooms 2 and 8, I In met t Building, ' THE OLDEST MILL IX THE CITX.
.
v nen in need of sasn, door, frame
uver umeiiy-- imi( store.
screen work a specialty. 4
Appointments mnae ny mail.
eic
Phone 744.
South, Flrt street. Telephone 403.

--

--

CARDS

Highland Livery

Homeopathic

Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private.
Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
yout possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
DR. K. L HUST
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Physician
and Surgeon
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world'.
)
A 7. N. T. Armljo Building.
Rooms
Rooms S and 4. Grant Bldg.
803 M West Railroad Ave.
L. BURTON.
SOLOMON
D..
PRIVATE OFFICES
Physielnn and Surgeon.
Highland office, 410 South Walter
Open Evenings.
street. Phone 1030.
DRS. BRONSON
BRONSON
Homeopathic Physicians
and Sur
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
geon. Over Vann's Drug Store,
Phone, Office and Res., 628.
On

The Business Mens Association
furnishes men for all high class positions In New Mexico, Arizona, Texas and Mexico, and recommends only
Real Estate and Loans. Notary
those of highest character and qualiPublic. 215 V. Gold Ave.
fication.
lluMlnews Mens Association, 203'-- . E.
seriously affected that death seemed
Central Ave., Albuquerque, N.
Imminent, when I commenced takM. Phone 257.
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCfXO
ing New Discovery.
The ominous
dry, hacking cough quit before the
BARGAINS IN HEAL ESTATE
botCoftee
The finest
Substitute ever
lirst bottle used, and two more
4 - room brick, modern. $ 2,150
tles made a complete cure." Noth- made, has recently been produced by
11 room brick modern 10,000
ing has ever equaled New Discovery Dr. Shoop of Racine, Wis.
You
5- - room
frame, modern 2.S0O
for coughs, colds and all throat and don't have to boil It twenty or thirty
6- - room
brick, modern 8.200
by minutes.
"Made In a minute" says
lung complaints.
Guaranteed
frame, modern 3,500
all druggists, 6oc and $1.00.
Trial the doctor. "Health Coffee" is real1
story
storeroom
brick
ly the closest Coffee Imitation ever
nottes free.
3,000
size 25x60
yet produced.
Not a grain of real
1
good
building,
store
Health Coffee
Our shirt and collar work Is per- Coffee in it either.
7,500
location
fect. Our "DOMESTIC FINISH" Is Imitationor is made from pure toasted
ranch, under
the proper thing. .We lead others cerealsReallygrains, with malt, nuts,
6,400
ditch
It would fool an expert
etc.
follow.
next Paying hotel busiwere he to unknowingly drink it
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
1.800
city,
In
ness
cash....
for Coffee. Sold by all dealers.
o
1X511
PUBLICATION.
NOTICE
STAGE TO JRMK1, LEAVES SI 1
WEST GOIJ EVERY MORNING AT
219 South 2nd Strut
Department
of the Interior, Land & O'CLOCK.
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 14.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
Appendicitis
Chaves y Gonzales, of Valencia, N. Is
In a large measure to abuse
M
has filed notice of his Intention of due
the bowels, by employing drastic
proof in sup- purgatives.
to make final five-yeTo avoid all danger, use
port of his claim, viz:
Homestead only Dr. King's
New Life Pills, the
Entry No. 6735, made Dec. 20, 1901, safe, gentle cleansers
and lnvlgora-tors- .
for the NE. Section 33, Township
Guaranteed to cure headache,
3N., Range HE., and that said proof biliousness,
malaria and Jaundice, at
will be made before Jesus M. Luna, all drug stores.
25c.
probate clerk, st Los Lunas, N. M..
on Dec. SO, 1907.
AND CTfTIROPO
He names the following witnesses HAIR DRESSERDIST.
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
Mrs. Bamh'nt, at ner parlors oppoviz- Estanlslao Otero, Manuel Sedlllo. site the Alvarado and next door to
Sotero Otero, Bernardino Sedillo, all Sturges cafe. Is prepared to glv
thorough scalp treatment, do hall
of Valencia. N. M.
dressing, treat corns, bunions and InMANUEL R. OTERO.
growing nails.
She gives massage
Register.
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs
Bambini's own preparation of comA Good Liniment.
up
plexion
cream
builds
skin
the
When you need a good reliable improves the complexion, and andU
try Chamberlain's
Pain
liniment
not to be injurious. Shr
Balm. It has no superior for sprains guaranteed
prepares a hair tonic that cure
and swellings. A piece of flannel sls.t prevents
dandruff and hair fallPain ard
dampened
"lightened
with
out; restores life to dead hair,
Balm Is superior to a plaster for ing
lame back or pains In the side or removes moles, warts and superfluouf
by vibrato!
chest. It also relieves rheumatic hair. Massage treatment
For any blemish of the
pains and makes sleep and rest pos- machines.
face,
Mrs.
druggists.
call
consult
and
Bambini
sible.
For sale by all
A Hard Debt to Pay.
"I owe a debt of gratitude that
can never be paid oft." writes G. S.
Clark, of Westfield, iowa. for my
rescue from death, by Dr. King's
New Discovery. Both lungs were so

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

R. OTERO.

Register.

Every 7omaa

mm
roar arui

about ItMt wuiiiWful
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CHAVES DECLINES
PROFERRED POSITION

:

L

'

1

CITIZEN.

Wbon you doslro Mbsoluto
fori la Proporly Flttod OImssos
Consult Us.

Ills liiiHlno Interests Will I're
Llewelvent Ills Aortanoi
lyn's IteHliriinllon 11ns
Ac.
Not
reptttd.
Attorney Amniln Chaves, who was
recently offered t he position of surveyor general of New Mexico to succeed Morgan O. Llewellyn, today announced his decision not to accept.
Mr. Chaves Rives business as his reason for not accepting.
When senn
this afternoon, Mr.
Chaves said:
1
greatly Interested In
am
"While
various projects for the develop
ment of the valley of the Rio Grande and other portions of the terri
tory. aftir consultation
with my
business associates I have decided
that I cannot afford to abandon my
private business for the purpose of
taking any office that may be offered
me. I have requested the secretary
of the interior not to consider me
as a eandidiito for the position. As
a matter of fuel I am Informed no
vacancy exists, and It is not known
that the present incumbent Intends
to resign."
Mr. Chaves' friends recommended
him for the position In case Mr.
Llewellyn's revmiatlon should be ac
cepted.
a)

110 Siuib Second St.

Unsa 6rlndlng'.Doni

::

For the

3

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
Kh

Swell

01 Premises

Dresser

lU-e-

I

The Alluring Shapes
of Our Shoes
Their good looks
by their tit ana

attention at sight:
D RAW
being surpassed only

wearing quality.
Our prices are very moderate.
For these reasons the shoes please the eye,
the foot and the pocket book.
Try a pair and you will be pleased too.
. . .
Men' Vl4 Kkl SImm
Mon's Vntent Xlt
Men u (Vtlf Skin Shoe . .
Mon's Work Sltoos
Women's Prow Shorn. . .
Womrn's Slmet Slioos
Women's llouso Shorn . . .
Mum for Itoyx and Ulrln

3.00 to $5.00
3.50 to 4.00
S.SO to 3.50
1. 85 to 3.00
2.50 to 5.00
2.00 to 3.00
to 2.00
to 2.73

Sil

STATEHOOD

'

.

INTRODUCED

0

roooocoooooooooooo

Ostrich Plumes
AND

Fancy Feathers.

Bargains in Hats

OCC)OCXOOOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXJ

THE

DIAMOND PALACE

Railroad Avenue

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
' '
inrlte your trade and guarantee- - a Square Deal. v

We

oo0ooooooooo
I

IF

You have a
Skirt, Waist, Suit Overcoat
or anything in the line of Clothes

That noods Cloanlog or Prosslng. Bring Thorn to

We Will

MONTEZUMA

Us

Make Them Like New.

CLEANING AND

PRESSING

10 Years'

1

105.

Experience.

KOO0O00O00OO0 O0O0000000O0K.
00000C00000OaO O0O00000004X)O0

I

208 South Second Street
Chinese, Japanese, Indian
and Mexican Goods, Curios, China, Vases and Straw
Articles, Fancy Ware and

SAM KEE

Bric-a-bra-

oKmjmomasvmomDmcmosvmoscmo

c.

0900909ommjmo09oecmcmo

A

Smart
Clothes will settle in your mind
of

Stein-Bloc-

xm SALK.
iBest rooming house in the city, 23
rooms, i com pletely furnished.
John
M. Moore Realty Co.

ITK'S HOME MADE CANDIES.
WALTOX'8 IMIUO STORE.
Saturday night the Woman's Relief
rj will hold a pie social at
the Rod Men's Hall. Conie and have
a Komi time Plenty of pies nilnce,
pumpkin, etc, etc.
City Directories may be had at The
Citizen office at $1 each.
Palaca Car and Desert brand fruit
at Champion Grocery Co.

FEE'S DEIilCIOVS HOT CHOCOLATE. WALTON'S PRIG STORE.
Best nlace to trade in town. Cham
pion Grocery Co.
Just received new line of chllds
See our window display
this week. Futrelle Furniture Co.

ing you straight talk in our advertisements, or just ordinary
chatter. You stand to win much if
ready-to-we- ar

you find we've played fair; we lose
much if you decide we are false.
Clothes-comfor- t,
a better style, a sure
fit, a knowledge of where to get these
things, is the stake. We welcome
you before the glass.

Suits from $14.50 to $30.00
Smoking Jackets, Bath Robes, Fancy
Neckwear in boxes, Handkerchief Cases, Cuff Cases

Washburn

i

Go.

v

as suit style; some

say more

i mmmm

Holiday Gifts
at Right Prices

box-bac- k

Tot lie People of Albuquerque

if

This i3 the 25th year that we have catered
to you in the line of

Copyright 1907 by

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

Suitable for Christmas Gifts. Quality is
the criterion of cheapness, and for 25
years it has been our aim to sell goods
that will give satisfaction. We are not
making startling discounts" on goods
that have been marked too high, but are
giving the very best values possible.
Compare our cut glass (the Celebrated
Hawks) especially, with that offered
elsewhere, and you will surely bring u
your trade.

THE WAGNER HARDWARE
Plumbers
Tinners

Remember, we are headquarters for everything in the
Jewelry line, Diamonds, Watches, Rings, Necklaces,
Bracelets, Combs, Lorgnettes, Purses, Shopping Bags,
Silver Tea Sets, Plated Sets, Knives and Forks, Carv-in- g
sets, Water Sets; Toilet Sets, Manicuring Sets, Jewel
Cases, Silver Clocks, Gilt Clocks, Grandfather's Clocks,
Canes, Umbrellas, and an unequaled assortment of Cut
Glass. '

WELL FILLED

'

3

W.Cedtra!
Avenue

General
Hardware

MAJESTIC, you have

Jeweler

never used the best.

115-11- 7

With choice Jewelry, Silverware
and everything in the line, bought
with judgment and experience, and

321-32-

GO.

The MAJESTIC RANGE is the product of the world's
achievements in stores. All the best features of all other
makes have been incorporated in this one, and objectional
features eliminated. As a result, the MAJESTIC probably
stands nearer the line
of perfection than any
other range. It saves
fuel and your time and
produces heat when you
want it, where yv
want it, and in quality'
as desired, all at a minimum of attention. If
you have never used the

Raabe &

A LITTLE STORE

M. Suits too.

Hart Schaffner W Marx

SIMON STERN

Diamonds Jewelry
Cut Glass, etc.,

The Leading

important

You're seen in public
in your overcoat
Better have it right;
we've the Hart Shaff-ne- r
& Marx overcoats
to show you, and if
you care how you look
in public, you'd better
see them.
We show here the
style; its
the
dignified and very
dressy. We have other
styles for other tastes.
Plenty of H. S. &

FOR

oooooooooooooeo oooooooooooooo

M auger

NORTH FIRST ST

HARDWARE AND RANCH SUPPLIES
AOHSTTS FOR THE

DIAMOND
TOOLS
EDGE
AND

VANN JEWELRY CO.

h

once for all whether we have been giv-

E. L.

Jeweler

MW

213 West Centra! 213

sold at reasonable prices.

New Holiday Novelties Arriving Daily
TRY-O- N

The

go-car- ts.

COMPANY

Phone

210 West Gold.
We are here to stay.

Washington. I). O.. Dec. 10. (Sik- Hal) Senator Penrose, of Pennsylvania. Introduced House Resolution
No. 4, the New Mexico statehood bill
In the senate today.
A number of New Mexico people
were present, among them Solomon
Luna, of
Lunas.
The bill was accepted with no
ticeable interest and the indications
are that It w 111 receive as much If
not more favorable attention than
the Joint statehood bill was given at
the lasi session of congress. All the
western senators have pledged themselves In favor of the passage of the
bill with a few alterations.
Finest line of domestic and Imported cigars, especially for Christ
C'igar Store,
mas trade. The Booi-te110 South Second street.

Ladles can learn a new art, mina-tur- e
painting In oil, on Ivory porcelain. Three lessons 15 to $10 per day.
Orders taken. 215 South Third at.
We can furnish your the Christmas stockings as well as the most
practical gifts to fill them with. A
pair of dainty slippers or shoes will
give more satisfaction to tooth giver
jelse.
and receiver than anything
When out shopping pay us a visit
presents
you
auit&ble
will
find
and
for everyone of your family and your
friends. C. May's Shoe Store, S14
West Central avenue.

208 South Soooud

'

IN SENATE

o

MISS LUTZ

OVERCOAT style is

IS

Is

SPECIAL SALE

Willi

BILL

10, 1H7.

TTKMJAVk

CUTTLERY

Everything for the Builder

One Door South of Dug Store

ooooooooooooo oeooeooooosooooo
The:

CANDY
BUY YOU

Christmas Candy
AT

SCHUTT'S
219

south eecoko sr.

The only exclusive Candy
Dealer in the cily.

AmericanCloa k
Company
ALL SUITS AND CLOAKS
CASH OR INSTALLMENT

Large Desirable Assortment. Must Go
Extra Fancy Bon Bons,
fore January 1st
Chocolates, Fruit and Nat
Candies, Candy Canes
and Staples. Choicest line Complete Line of Ladies' Ready Made Garments,
some Silk Petticoats, fine Shirt Waists.
of Candy Baskets
and
Boxe in the Southwest.

Full 2,000 Pounds

In every ton of coal leaving our yard, and have

S 19 VJEST CENTRAL
DISCOUNT Or? gptPER CENT ON

Home Made, Fresh, Pore,

WE GUARANTEE

Be-

Hand

CALt AND SEE OUR NEW STORE

al-

ways made this guarantee.
The following ad. or one
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily papers.

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.
We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully say that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE THE BEST Gallup Coal, American
lilock, Crested Butte Hard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
Xut. Also Mill Wood, Mountain Wood, Kindling and
Coke.

JOHN S. BEAYEN

502 South

First

